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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

A PERFORMANCE GUIDE FOR LYRIC TENOR: A PEDAGOGICAL
ANALYSIS OF TEN FRANCESCO PAOLO TOSTI SONGS
This study provides background information, International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) transcriptions and pronunciations, poetic translations, and
pedagogical analyses of ten Francesco Paolo Tosti songs. Included is the
connection between the rhythm and meter of the poetry and its’ influence on
Tosti’s setting of the text to music. In addition, a portion is devoted to an
overview of pedagogy, specifically, appoggio, registers and passaggi in the
lyric tenor voice, range and, as well as chiaroscuro. This document addresses
potential vocal challenges presented for the lyric tenor voice within each song,
as well as the benefits. In particular, suggestions for vowel modifications in the
passaggi of the lyric tenor voice in relationship with the provided IPA
transcription are addressed. Finally, by gathering all of the necessary
information on Aprile, Non t’amo più, Luna d’estate, Preghiera, La serenata,
Ideale, A vucchella, In van preghi, L’alba sepàra dalla luce l’ombra, and
L’ultima canzone, this performance guide creates a concise tool for teachers
and singers in the vocal studio seeking ideal performance practice
suggestions.
Keywords: Francesco Paolo Tosti, Tosti Songs, Lyric Tenor Voice, Performance
Guide, Pedagogical Analysis
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PART I: DISSERTATION
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Selecting repertoire for the undergraduate lyric tenor is a scrupulous
process for instructors of this voice type. The undergraduate lyric tenor is still
maturing at a rapid rate and his voice will face inconsistencies on a daily basis.
It is the duty of the teacher to assign repertoire that will display and nurture
the strengths of the singer while incorporating essential fundamental concepts
of vowel modification and passaggio negotiation, in addition to the basics of
breath mechanics and resonance. This process will allow the tenor to develop
confidence while instilling a solid technical foundation that will pave the way
for more challenging repertoire in the future. Francesco Paolo Tosti, a lyric
tenor and composer, wrote songs that exemplify technical concepts that
should be cultivated in the undergraduate lyric tenor voice. This guide will
present ten Tosti songs that address technical issues that the lyric tenor must
overcome to progress into more advanced repertoire.

Definition of Topic
This document includes a comprehensive performance guide of ten
selected Francesco Paolo Tosti (1846-1916) songs based on the texts of
various poets, including: Rocco Emmanuele Pagliara (1856-1914); Carmelo
1

Errico (1848-1892); Riccardo Mazzola; Giuseppi Giusti (1809-1850); Giovanni
Alfredo Cesareo (1861-1937); Gabriele D’Annunzio (1863-1938); and
Francesco Cimmino (1862-1938). As I researched my lecture recital, I
discovered a lack of information to guide the singer for an effective
interpretation of these songs. While I discovered fragments of information in
several sources, none were complete and most lacked vital discussions on
issues directly related to the lyric tenor voice. I discovered only one source
containing International Phonetic Alphabet pronunciations (IPA),
transcriptions, and translations, but this source only covers eight songs. It also
does not address challenges that the text might present, nor does it address
the necessity for vowel modification in the passaggi for the lyric tenor voice.
Upon further study, I located a dissertation that examined two of the ten songs
included in my dissertation; yet, it does not directly address diction or vowel
modification. The author only addresses musical and resonance challenges.
Furthermore, the available resources on these ten Tosti songs lack detailed
examinations of the performance practice. As a result, my research serves as
an interpretive tool for singers, as well as their teachers, which provides
performers and instructors with essential historical, pedagogical, musical,
poetic, and diction material on each of the ten selected songs. Such detailed

2

analysis will offer deep and meaningful interpretations for a vocally healthy
and musically accurate performance.

Need for This Study
The process of learning an art song for public performance is a
multidisciplinary endeavor for the singer in order to achieve a truly effective
performance. Historical background on both the composer and the poet is
necessary for understanding the composer’s inspiration of setting the text.
Furthermore, a pedagogical analysis must take place in order to better
appreciate the composer’s intent for melodic and text settings. In addition, the
singer needs poetic and literal translations in order to fully comprehend the
meaning of the text. An International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) transcription of
the text is also necessary so the singer accurately pronounces the language as
it pertains to lyric diction. As the text relates to the demands of the vocal line
that the composer has indicated, it is imperative that the singer adjusts vowels
as necessary in order to produce the most consistent and free tone. Vowel
modification is crucial for the singer to achieve the most balanced tone when
negotiating passaggi and blending registers. A source incorporating all of
these fundamental concepts into one cohesive guide for these ten songs does
not yet exist and makes this project unique.
3

Tosti songs have become part of standard art song repertoire and are
frequently performed on voice recitals. Minimal research is available on these
ten songs and the pedagogical value directly related to the lyric tenor voice. A
comprehensive performance guide to these ten songs will offer singers and
teachers of singing a resource for historical information related to composer
and poet, IPA transcription, vowel modification and pedagogical
recommendations, as well as a broad song analysis including the range and

tessitura of each song.

Scope and Limitations
The scope of this document will include historical, poetic, linguistic,
broad theoretical, and pedagogical assessments, which directly pertain to the
performance of these ten Tosti songs. This document is not a manual for
proper singing or a scientific description of the singing voice, but rather a
guide to facilitate learning of these ten songs The pedagogical information
included relates to breath mechanics, registration, resonance, and the
influence of diction on those fundamentals of singing. This project does not
include thorough historical information on Francesco Paolo Tosti or the poets
for which he set their poetry to music, nor does it include a detailed harmonic
analysis of the ten songs examined.
4

Methodology
Tosti composed over 350 songs in Italian, the Neapolitan dialect,
French, and English. An accomplished pianist and tenor, he was well informed
as both a voice teacher and performer. Tosti’s contemporaries and friends
included Verdi, Puccini, Mascagni, Leoncavallo, Boito, Melba, Tetrazzini, and
Caruso.1 This guide will suggest that his singing and teaching background, in
addition to his circle of friends, may have greatly impacted his compositional
style.
Tosti’s gifts demonstrate perfectly crafted songs for the voice and
display his understanding of the voice and it’s function. Carol Kimball
describes his songs as displaying “intense emotionalism” and the definitive
“Italian Song sound.” 2 This performance guide will address theoretical
concepts, such as each song’s formal structure, harmonic function, key areas,
and accompaniment, as they relate to the singer’s interpretation of the poetry.
When referencing the relationship between music and text, Donald Ivey
notes that “the role of music as an aid to expression, or heightening the
emotional or connotative implications of the poetry….the ways in which music

1

Francesco Paolo Tosti: 30 Songs, High Voice. (Milan: Ricordi, Distributed by Hal Leonard,
2002), 2.
2
Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Style and Literature. (Redmond, Washington: Pst…Inc.,
1996, 2000), 363.

5

can reflect or reinforce the surface of the poem.”3 An exploration of the
poetry, its translation, and its function as set harmonically by the poet will
provide interpretive ideas for the performer.
Clifton Ware states, that “regarding the concept of vowel modification
(aggiustamento), scientific and empirical evidence tends to support the
concept.” He further states, “Singers are at the mercy of the composer or
lyricist, who dictates which vowels are to be sung on given pitches.” 4 Through
an explanation of traditional tenor registers and registration breaks
(passaggi), the tessitura of each individual song, and specific musical
examples, appropriate vowel modifications are suggested from the basic IPA
transcription. The vowel modification should achieve the healthiest balance,
freest tone, and offer the easiest production to the singer.

Expected Outcomes
After searching the resources available concerning these ten Paolo
Tosti songs, it is apparent that a comprehensive performance guide
specifically addressing technical challenges for the tenor voice does not yet
exist. This guide will suggest pedagogical applications via the scope of lyric
3

Donald Ivey, Song: Anatomy, Imagery, and Styles, (New York: The Free Press, 1970), ix.
Clifton Ware, Basics of Vocal Pedagogy : The Foundations and Process of Singing, (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1998), 167.
4

6

diction as it pertains to vowel modification, appoggio or breath mechanics,
and resonance. Vowel modification, its relationship to IPA transcription, and
its widely accepted necessity in register negotiation is not available for these
ten Tosti songs. The inclusion of a performance guide resource that explores
pedagogical challenges related to diction choices and overall vocal
production, while highlighting historical background, and poetic context
pertaining to the tenor voice in these ten standard recital pieces is a valuable
addition to a voice teacher’s studio.

Copyright © Mark A. Kano 2016

CHAPTER 2: HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

Francesco Paolo Tosti
Francesco Paolo Tosti was born April 9, 1846 in Ortona, Italy - a small
town in the Abruzze region, just off the Adriatic Coast. As a child, Tosti studied
violin
and
wasand
accepted
to the Naples
Conservatory
at theon
age
of twelve.
melodic
style
orchestration
techniques.
His influence
melodic
style is
While
at the
Naplessongs.
Conservatory, he studied composition from Giuseppe
apparent
in Tosti’s
Saverio Mercadante, in addition to violin. Mercadante is credited for
influencing Giuseppe Verdi’s dramatic technique, predominantly through his
7

After completing his violin studies in Naples, Tosti ventured to Rome. In
Rome, Tosti became well known as a singing teacher – he possessed a lovely
lyric tenor voice – and became a part of the most aristocratic society. He
became the voice teacher to the court of Princess Margherita of Savoy, whom
would later become the queen of Italy.
After spending more than five years in Rome, Tosti then moved to
London. He became the singing teacher to Queen Victoria’s children, and was
responsible for all of her private vocal concerts. Tosti signed a contract and
began what would become a very lucrative relationship with a publisher from
Milan – Ricordi. Ricordi also resided in London during the same time.
In London, Tosti also served on the faculty at both the Royal College of
Music and the Royal Academy of Music. In 1906, Tosti became a British citizen
and was knighted by King Edward VII in 1908. In 1912, Tosti returned to Rome
and spent the final years of his life in Italy. He died in his apartment in the
Hotel Excelsior in Rome on December 2, 1916.

Compositional Style and Influences
Tosti composed more than 350 songs in various languages, including
Italian, French, English, and the Neapolitan dialect. His experience as a singer,
voice teacher, violinist, and pianist greatly influenced his compositional style.
8

He obtained a vast knowledge of vocal technique, which commanded the
respect of Verdi who considered Tosti to be one of the greatest voice teachers
of his day. Friends and colleagues of Tosti included the foremost operatic
composers of the day, such as Puccini, Mascagni, Leoncavallo, Boito, and, of
course, Verdi. Similarly, Tosti was well acquainted with renowned singers of
the day.
The famous Australian soprano, Nellie Melba, and the great Italian
tenor, Enrico Caruso, helped bring acclaim to Tosti’s songs. Their
programming of his songs on recitals helped his works become known to a
broad audience.5 Other notable singers that brought notoriety to Tosti’s songs
through recital programming were John McCormack, Luisa Tetrazzini,
Beniamino Gigli, and Ezio Pinza.
Tosti’s songs contain beautiful, singable melodies, often allowing for
embellishment by the singer; hence their popularity amongst operatic singers.
The vocal lines display Tosti’s keen understanding of the mechanics of the
voice. Likewise, the accompaniment in his songs displays his ability to
imaginatively construct a song from its fundamental elements. Tosti was able
to compose accompaniments that create evocative moods and fuse them with
Italianate melodies that engage the listener and allow for freedom of
5

Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Style & Literature, 363.

9

expression by the singer. His songs are direct, well crafted, at times intense,
and striking.
The influence of Neapolitan melodies and the finesse of bel canto vocal
lines are apparent in Tosti’s songs. In her book Song: A Guide to Style &

Literature, Carol Kimball notes that “intense emotionalism color the songs of
Paolo Tosti, whose song style defines for many the ultimate ‘Italian song’
sound - Italianate melody with a generous dash of Neapolitan popular
song…he knew how to write engaging, flowing melodies that displayed the
voice…they had an immediate appeal.”6
Inherent to Tosti’s Italian songs is the syllabic setting of the poetry
within the confines of, an almost always, gorgeous melody. In Francesco
Santivale’s biography on the composer, The Song of a Life, he explains that
“Tosti’s choice among contemporary Italian poets was determined not only by
the musical potential of the lyrics, but [also] to a great extent by the literary
themes and styles that would make the greatest impact on the general public,
so that these verses reflected their ideals and aspirations.”7

6
7

Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Style & Literature , 363.

Francesco Santivale, The Song of a Life: Francesco Paolo Tosti (1846-1916) , (Hampshire:
Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2004), 75.

10

Song Text and Poetry
Much of the poetry that Tosti selected to set to music was intimately
associated with the cultural and historical setting where he lived and worked
early in his career.8 “Tosti’s desire to keep up to date with the latest in both
Italian and foreign poetry, his direct acquaintance with the poets, the sharing
of ideas, experiences…enriched his work immensely. Tosti distinguished
himself thanks to this felicitous combination of his natural gift for melody and
his continual striving for a more cultured and refined style.”9 However, “certain
vocabulary and poetic themes,” particularly love, continued to resurface in the
poetry that was offered to composers by their publishers.10 In Tosti’s case, his
publisher was Ricordi. Tosti was disappointed with the quality of poetry that
he was expected to set to music and communicated his frustration to his
editor in a letter on October, 15 1905 stating:
…Here are my songs. Soon I shall send the English [version]. Do you
know it’s beginning to become a real problem to find beautiful words
to set to music? Please could you ‘settle up’ with Francesco Cimmino?
Give him as little as possible!11
Tosti set poetry that was strophic in structure and consisted of verses
that were heptasyllabic (seven syllables) to octosyllabic (eight syllables),

8

Santivale, Song of a Life, 75.
Santivale, Song of a Life, 76.
10
Santivale, Song of a Life, 169.
11
Santivale, Song of a Life, 170.
9

11

enneasyllabic (nine syllables) or hendecasyllabic (eleven syllables).12 This
regularity in pattern throughout the poetry allows for smoothness of recitation,
which encouraged Tosti’s predominantly syllabic writing style. A syllabic
setting maintains the natural rhythm of the poetry. However, this puts a great
deal of responsibility on the interpreter of his songs to recreate the fluidity and
natural rhythm of the poetry through legato singing.
Copyright © Mark A. Kano 2016
CHAPTER 3: OVERVIEW OF PEDAGOGY AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
Appoggio

Appoggio is the prevailing method used by pedagogues today to
instruct students of singing to “support” his/her voice. Richard Miller defines

appoggio as “a technique associated with the historic Italian school, for
establishing dynamic balance between the respiratory, phonatory, and
resonatory systems in singing.”13 The term appoggio derives from the Italian
verb appoggiare , which means to support or to lean. The act of singing
necessitates that one exhale for a more extended period of time than speech
requires. Therefore, one must learn to sing on the sensation of inhalation,
rather than the sensation of exhalation, in order to successfully sing with the

appoggio method of breathing.

12 Santivale, Song of a Life , 169.
13 Richard Miller, Training Tenor Voices (New York: Schirmer Books, 1993), 155.

12

Posture is a crucial element of successfully achieving the appoggio
method. One must stand tall, with shoulders relaxed, slightly rolled back, so
that the chest is open and the sternum is in a noble position. Miller states that
“during the singing of extended phrases, the sternum remains elevated and
the rib cage expanded.”14 The head should be balanced comfortably on top
of the spine so that one can comfortably look up, down, left, and right without
any strain. One should stand with feet hip width or shoulder width apart and
the hips should be able to comfortably rotate from front to back and left to
right. This tall, open, noble, and relaxed posture will allow the singer to inhale
more expansively and deeply. Maintaining that abdominal and ribcage
expansion requires complete body awareness by the singer and teacher.
Miller asserts that the lower abdominal muscles should be engaged and the
intercostal muscles must maintain ribcage expansion, although not tension,
for as long as possible. These actions will slowly delay the ascent of the
diaphragm, thus controlling exhalation of air necessary for one to sing long
phrases and to sing “supported”.15
Clifton Ware suggests that appoggio also requires one to “sense the
sound forward, in the mask, lips, teeth, and hard palate”, imagining the sound
occurring outside of their body, in addition to a noble sternum and expanded
14
15

Miller, Training Tenor, 16.
Miller, Training Tenor. 16.

13

ribcage. 16 One must maintain diligent practice habits of these concepts in
order to establish consistency in the appoggio method.
Shirley Emmons discusses the maintenance of the sensation of
inhalation, or appoggio position, in her article on “Breath Management” and
notes the “effort should be focused on finding a high sternum position,
without relying on inhaling for help. If you discover that lifting your sternum
without inhaling is difficult for you, try this. Lift both arms above your head,
pointing to the sky. Then, careful to leave the chest where the high arms put it,
lower your arms. You will find your chest much higher than it was originally,
your ribs expanded farther than they were originally, and you will be highly
conscious of your back muscles. This high-chest, ribs-expanded, shouldersrelaxed position is the one you want to maintain at all times…No, it is not
simple at first, but it is achievable.”17

Range, Tessitura, Registers, and Passaggi in the Lyric Tenor Voice
The range of most lyric tenors is from C3 to C5. The term tessitura refers
to the portion of the music in which most of the pitches of the melody lie.18
Richard Miller defines lyric tenor as one that “can sing much of the standard
16

Ware. Basics of Pedagogy, 194.
Shirley Emmons, Focus on Vocal Technique: Breath Management, http://www.shirleeemmons.com/breath_management.html
18
Miller, Training Tenor, 159.
17

14

opera literature. He must have a beautiful vocal timbre and be able readily to
sustain a high tessitura.”19
Every voice type is made up of different registers; however, it is the
blending and navigation of these registers in the lyric tenor that can
significantly impact the upper register, which is arguably the most important
aspect of his voice. Miller describes the term register as “a series of
consecutive voice tones of equal or similar timbre, which can be distinguished
from an adjoining series of tones.”20 The registers of the tenor voice are most
commonly referred to as the chest voice, middle voice, head voice, and
falsetto. The chest voice or low voice occurring between C3-G3; the lower
middle voice occurring between G3-D4; the upper middle voice occurring
between D4-G4; the head voice or upper voice occurring G4-C5; and the
falsetto voice occurring between C5-F5.21 In addition to understanding the
registers of the lyric tenor voice, the teacher must understand the passaggi as
well.
Miller says the term passaggi, meaning passageway in Italian, refers to
a “pivotal point” in the vocal register.22 These “pivotal points” are transition
points in the tenor voice. In the tenor voice we refer to these passaggi as the
19

Miller, Training Tenor ,159
Miller, Training Tenor , 159.
21
Miller, Training Tenor , 7.
22
Miller, Training Tenor , 158.

20

15

primo passaggio, or first transition point, occurring at D4; the secondo
passaggio, or second transition point, occurring at G4; and the area between
D4 and G4 as the zona di passaggio, or transition area.23
The act of seamlessly navigating between these registers in the most
“efficient” manner, to achieve the most consistent tone, is described as
registration. 24 The primary objective of the classically trained tenor is to make
the passaggi areas undetectable. It is by way of aggiustamento, or vowel
adjustment, that the singer is able to best negotiate between registers.25

Vowel Modification
Vowel Modification is the “gradual adjustment of vowels during the
ascent of the scale so as to produce uniform timbre, resulting in an evenly
registered voice.”26 Richard Miller also refers to vowel modification by its
Italian name, aggiustamento. He defines aggiustamento as “vowel
modification in singing; a method for achieving an even scale throughout the
registers of the singing voice, associated with the historic Italian school.”27

23

Miller, Training Tenor, 7.
Ware, Basics of Pedagogy, 281.
25
Miller, Training Tenor, 39.
26
Miller, Training Tenor, 161.
27
Miller, Training Tenor, 155.
24

16

In his vocal pedagogy text, Your Voice: An Inside View, Scott McCoy
estimates that when transitioning through passaggio areas, vowel
modification is important.28 Furthermore, McCoy articulates that “register
shifts can often be ironed-out simply by modifying vowels”.29 Clifton Ware
supports a similar philosophy in the unit of his pedagogy text dedicated to
“Vowel Modification and Efficiency”, stating that “the laws of acoustics require
that vowels be modified by slight physical adjustments, particularly when one
is singing from low-to-high range…scientific and empirical evidence tends to
support the concept.”30 Ware argues that “agguistamento, or vowel
modification, partly explains what happens when the voice is dynamically
balanced throughout the vocal range – a tone characterized by both bright
and dark qualities is created. Vowel modification is especially appropriate
when used to counteract vocal tones that are strident, spread, or piercing in
timbre.”31
In Berton Coffin’s text Overtones of Bel Canto: Phonetic Basis of Artistic

Singing with 100 Chromatic Vowel-Chart Exercises he describes that the
exercising of phonetic relationships between vowels at the various passagi

28

Scott. McCoy, Your Voice: An Inside View, (Delaware: Inside View Press, 2012), 47.
McCoy, Your Voice, 47.
30
Ware, Basics of Pedagogy, 167.
31
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points in the voice will best achieve the ideal resonance in the singing voice.32
Coffin compares the action of registers to the motion of a channel of water
and emphasizes that “vowels in certain channels act in certain ways.” The lyric
tenor must understand and explore the necessary vowel modifications in
conjunction with proper breath support and resonance in order to achieve a
fully balanced voice.
Resonance and Chiaroscuro
Resonation in singing and a balance in that resonance is of crucial
importance to the classically trained singer. Clifton Ware describes resonance
as “spontaneous reinforcement and amplification of tonal vibrations (energy)
occurring whenever a cavity is tuned to the natural frequency of the
fundamental pitch sounded.”33 The result of balanced resonance is what
Richard Miller calls the “ring of the voice”. 34 Similarly, Miller expresses that
“well-balanced resonance in the singing voice” will result in both a light and
dark timbre, known as the “chiaroscuro” tone from the Italian bel canto school
of singing.35

32

Berton Coffin, Overtones of Bel Canto: Phonetic Basis of Artistic Singing with 100 Chromatic
Vowel-Chart Exercises, (London: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1980), 16.
33
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35
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In his article “Chiaroscuro and the Quest for Optimal Resonance,”
pedagogue Adam Kirkpatrick describes the achievement of chiaroscuro in
singing as obtaining “both brilliance and warmth”.36 Kirkpatrick further asserts
that when chiaroscuro is achieved, “the voice sounds louder. The resultant
tone is stronger, fuller, and richer in color. This type of resonance is optimal for
singing purposes, because one is able to sing louder and with less effort.”37
Kirkpatrick supports the idea that adjustments of vowels must occur for the
singer to find his optimal resonance. He suggests that “if one is having
difficulty finding good resonance on a specific vowel at a particular pitch level
in a song, one can explore the extremes of tone color within the vowel while
sustaining the pitch in order to find the point along the continuum from bright
to dark tone color that results in the loudest resonance. Start with a very bright
tone and progressively darken it until the sound becomes energized and
resonant. At some point along the continuum from bright to dark, the singer
will usually experience optimal resonance, and he/she will recognize the
blooming of the tone at that pivotal moment.”38 Discovering balanced
resonance through vowel modification can be a frustrating process for the
lyric tenor because it can be a trial and error process. Nevertheless, it is an
36

Adam Kirkpatrick, 2009. ""Chiaroscuro" and the Quest for Optimal Resonance."Journal of
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37
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38
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essential technical skill that should be employed to successfully find balanced
resonance and registration.
Some pedagogues encourage the use of nasal consonants, such as [m],
[n], [ŋ], to serve as an anchor to the vowel and tone quality, in coordination
with relaxed articulators, to achieve the bright and dark timbre associated with
chiaroscuro. However, there is controversy amongst pedagogues as to the
validity to this method. In His article “From Song to Speech: Nasal Resonance –
Fact or Fiction?”, Stephen F. Austin concludes that the intentional utilization of
nasality is of “questionable benefit to the singer and that fullness, intensity and
ring in the voice comes from when the nasal cavity is separated from the vocal
tract by lifting the soft palate.”39 This guide will not suggest vocalizes to
achieve balanced resonance, yet it will encourage the benefits of the vowels
that the text dictates, in conjunction with the vowel modification choices of the
singer, as appropriate to registration and passaggi.

Understanding the IPA Transcription
In David Adams’s diction text, A Handbook of Diction for Singers:

Italian, German, French, he explains that, “Italian is widely assumed to be an
39

Stephen F. Austin, “From Song to Speech: Nasal Resonance – Fact or Fiction?”, Journal of
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2000): 38-40, accessed January 8, 2016, docview/1400875?accountid=11836.
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easy language to sing, the easiest of all the foreign languages.”40 One reason
is because Italian is a phonetic language – spelling and sound are consistent.41
Another reason is because Italian is such a frontal language and there are only
seven vowel choices. Certain consonants must be articulated at the dental
ridge; there are consonants that are articulated at the lips; as well as nasal
consonants – every sound occurs from the hard palate, forward.
However, Adams continues to clarify that the Italian language is actually
challenging to speak and sing well.42 This is because of the nuances of the
Italian language or what Adams describes as “distinctive sound characteristics
that result in its own unique color.”43 Adams provides “ten commandments,”
as a means to mastering a proficient level of the Italian language for singing.44
1. Purity of vowels, with particular attention to unstressed syllables;
2. No diphthong when pronouncing [e], [ɛ], [o], and [ɔ];
3. Appropriate “lift” or brightness to [a] and [ɛ];
4. Long sustained vowels in stressed syllables before a single
consonant;
5. Proper linking of vowels between words;
40

David Adams, A Diction Handbook for Singers: Italian, German, French, (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999), 1.
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6. Basic understanding of open and closed e and o;
7. Short single consonants;
8. Long double consonants;
9. Forward articulation and nonaspiration of consonant sounds;
10. Relative lengthening of l, m, n, and r when initial consonant clusters.

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Symbols for Italian 45
Figure 3.1

Vowels
[a], [e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [ɔ], [u]

Fricative Consonants
[v]/[vv], [f]/[ff], [ʃ]/[ ʃʃ], [s]/[ss], [z]

Lateral Consonants
[l]/[ll], [ʎ]/[ʎʎ]

Affricative Consonants
[tʃ]/[ttʃ], [dʒ]/[ddʒ], [ts]/[tts], [dz]/[ddz]

Glides
[j], [w]

45
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Plosive Consonants
[b]/[bb], [p]/[pp], [d]/[dd], [t]/[tt], [g]/[gg], [k]/[kk]

Vibrant Consonants
[ɾ], [r]/[rr]

Nasal Consonants
[n]/[nn], [m]/[mm], [ŋ], [ɲ]/[ɲɲ]

Other Symbols
[ː] = lengthen preceding sound
[ˈ] = syllabic stress on subsequent syllable
[ ͜ ] = phrasal diphthong
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This guide will reference the seven primary vowels of the Italian
language ([a], [e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [ɔ], [u]) as they relate to the passaggi within the
text of each song. The vowels will adjust to their closest neighbor on the vowel
chart, usually, but this is relative to the singer and what best suits his voice. In
this guide, vowel modification, as it relates to the vowel chart, offers the singer
the option to utilize three additional vowels not inherent to the Italian
language - [æ], [ʌ], and [ɪ].46 Specifically, these vowels will modify from their
Italian vowel to their neighbor accordingly:
[a] = [a]-[æ], [a]-[ɔ], or [a]-[ʌ];
[e] = [e]-[i] or [e]-[ɛ];
[ɛ] = [ɛ] –[e],[ɛ]-[æ], or [ɛ]-[ə];
[i] = [i]-[ɪ] or [i]-[e];
[o] = [o]-[ɔ] or [o]-[u];
[ɔ] = [ɔ]-[o] or [ɔ]-[ʌ];
[u] = [u]-[o].47
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Miller, Training Tenor, 41.
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This guide does not suggest mixed vowels as necessary modification options;
however, the instructor may choose to explore those additional vowel
possibilities to best suit the needs of the singer.

Copyright © Mark A. Kano 2016
CHAPTER 4: TEN SONG ANALYSES
APRILE
Range: G3-G4

PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Tessitura: G3-E4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [ɛ], [e], [i], [o]
Tempo: Dotted quarter-note = 52
Meter: 6/8
Classification: Intermediate level
Key(s): C major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The piano writing utilizes an arpeggiated
accompaniment, which supports the singer harmonically and tonally.
However, the vocal line is independent of the accompaniment. The fluid and
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legato accompaniment does not support the singer rhythmically, so the singer
must command a strong sense of rhythmic accuracy and pulse in this song.
Tosti indicates specific tempi changes: poco ritardando, a tempo; ritard, col

canto, a tempo; affrettando, tenuto, col canto, a tempo. These tempi changes
occur at climactic moments within the piece, both dramatically and textually.

Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal phrases are consistently 2-bar
phrases and the articulation is syllabic. Therefore, the singer must fully
understand legato line, which will propel rhythmic energy forward throughout
each phrase. An overall sense of forward motion is necessary in this piece by
both pianist and singer to accurately depict the mood - themes of spring and
love.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: The challenges presented in this piece
are the required rhythmic and melodic accuracy of the singer, without having
the aid of vocal doubling in the accompaniment. Also, the syllabically set text
may interrupt the vowel-to-vowel connection of the Italian language,
contradicting Tosti’s suggestion of “molto legato”. Tosti’s choice of text in the
singer’s zona di passaggio was deliberate. He carefully crafted the melodic
line with the poetry so that the vowels of the text in the singer’s zona di
passaggio, [o], [i], [e], are excellent vowel choices. Conversely, the singer must
26

pay close attention to [ɛ] and [a] so that they do not spread, causing
unbalanced registration and resonance. Richard Miller suggests that the
singer modify [ɛ] to [e] and [a] to [ɔ].48 These vowel adjustments encourage a
narrowing and heightening of their more open neighbors, which will facilitate
ease of vocal production, as well as balanced registration and resonance.
Furthermore, the suggested modifications aim to focus tone/vowel and
prevent it from spreading.49
Example 4.1

48
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1978), 88.
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Additional Comments: This song was composed in October of 1882 in
Milan, but not published by Ricordi until 1884. The overall mood of the song is
joyful as the poetry depicts themes of spring and love. The light-hearted
theme lends itself to being easily accessible for a young tenor. However, the
tessitura of this piece is high, so the singer must be able to sustain the higher
tessitura without fatigue. The singer should feel comfortable negotiating the

secondo passaggio, as the climax of the piece is a sustained G4, which occurs
twice; however, Tosti selected an[ɛ] vowel for this moment, which should work
well for most lyric tenors. A tenor with a lighter, more agile voice, should feel
at home with this piece.
IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 4.1
Aprile
[aˈprile]
April
Non senti tu ne l'aria
[non ˈsɛnti tu nel ˈlaːɾja]
Do-not smell you in the-air
il profumo che spande primavera?
[il proˈfuːmo ke ˈspande primaˈvɛːɾa]
the perfume that spreads spring?
Non senti tu ne l'anima
[non ˈ sɛnti tu nel ˈlaːnima]
28

Do-not hear you in the-soul
il suon di nova voce lusinghiera?
[il swɔːn di ˈnɔːva ˈvoːtʃe luziŋˈgjɛːɾa]
the sound of-a new voice flattering?
È
l’April! È la stagion d’amore!
[ɛ laˈpriːl
ɛ la staˈdʒoːn daˈmoːɾe]
It-is the-April! It-is the season
of love!
Deh! vieni o mia gentil
su
prati'n
fiore!
[de ˈvjɛːni o ˈmiːa dʒɛnˈtiːl su
ˈpratin
fjoːɾe]
Ah! come oh my dear-one to-the meadow-in flower
Il piè trarrai
fra
mammole,
[il pjɛ trarˈraːi fra
mammole]
The foot will-move among violets
avrai
su’l
petto
rose e cilestrine,
[aˈvraːi
sul
ˈpɛtto ˈrɔːz͜e
tʃileˈstriːne]
you-will-have on-the breast roses and bluebells,
e
le farfalle candide
[e le farˈfalle ˈkandiːde]
and the butterfly snow-white
t’aleggeranno
intorno al
nero crine.
[taleddʒeˈranno inˈtorno al
ˈneɾo ˈkriːne]
you-they-blow around of-the black hair.
È l’April! È la stagion d’amore!
[ɛ laˈpriːl
ɛ la staˈdʒoːn daˈmoːɾe]
It-is the-April! It-is the season of love!
Deh! vieni o mia gentil
su
prati'n
fiore!
[de ˈvjɛːni o ˈmiːa dʒɛnˈtiːl su
ˈpraːtin
fjoːɾe]
Ah! come oh my dear-one to-the meadow-in flower
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Poet: Rocco Emanuele Pagliara (1856-1914).
“Many musicians composed romanze and songs to his verses, and the
publication of several collections of his poems was aimed mainly at divulging
texts created expressly to be set to music.”50 Pagliara served as a diligent
collaborator to the publisher Ricordi because of his expertise in writing verses
for music; his texts were “charming” and “original”.51 Tosti set sixteen of
Pagliara’s poems to song.

Poetic Translation: Don’t you smell in the air
the permeating scent of spring?
Don’t you hear in your soul
the sound of a new charming voice?
It is April! It is the season of love!
Ah! Come, O my dear, the fields in bloom!
It is April! Your feet will walk among the violets,
you will wear on your heart roses and bluebells,
and the white butterflies
will flutter around your black hair.
It is April! It is the season of love!
Ah! Come, O my dear, the fields in bloom!52
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NON T’AMO PIÙ
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: D3-F#4
Tessitura: G3-E4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [ɛ], [e], [i], [ɔ], [o], [u]
Tempo: Quarter-note equals 66
Meter: 4/4
Classification: Intermediate level
Key(s): E minor and E major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: This accompaniment in this song is chordal and repetitive
in the minor key sections. The singer is supported harmonically and the top
note of each chord doubles the singer. This gesture elegantly supports the
singer. In an 1885 musical review, Non t'amo più is described as a “very
successful composition in which those characteristic octaves in the voice and
accompaniment express as we so often find in Tosti, a surge of uncontrollable
passion.”53 Tosti creates intensity by altering the quarter note pattern to an
eighth note chordal pattern as the singer moves into the major key area. Also,
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contrasting the chordal pattern, Tosti includes a one to two measure motive,
which takes place between phrases of the singer. The motive rises by whole
step, enhancing the tension and intensity of the minor tonal area before
moving into the major tonal area. Specific tempi and expressive markings are
indicated in this song: legato molto; col canto; affrettando; col canto; ritard;

meno; legato molto; col canto; col canto; meno; col canto; legato. Equally
notable are the dynamic markings of messa di voce throughout, which the
singer can echo in his phrases.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal phrases are mostly two measures in
length. Throughout this piece, Tosti indicates a messa di voce, or a gradual
crescendo and decrescendo. This works to benefit the singer in the syllabic
writing of the phrases. There are many opportunities for rubato in this piece as
well, allowing for expressive and dramatic interpretation by the singer. Tosti
does a wonderful job of writing syllabic text fused with a striking melody that,
in conjunction with his use of harmony and major vs. minor tonality shifts,
brilliantly portrays the emotional poetry.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: Because of the octave doubling between
piano and voice, this piece is melodically more accessible to a younger
undergraduate tenor, than some of Tosti’s other pieces. Though the leaps of
32

fourths and thirds into the zona di passaggio could be problematic.
Furthermore, attention to vowel alignment is necessary in phrases of the
secondo passaggio, where the singer must negotiate between closed and
open vowels. For example, on the phrase “a te non penso”, the singer moves
from an open vowel [a] on D4 to [e]-[o]-[ɛ] “te non penso”, all on F#4, before
resolving at the [o] vowel of “penso” on E3. The singer must be careful not to
over-open the vowels in the passaggio area in order to not fatigue himself. A
more vertical vowel modification in place of the [a] vowel, like [ʌ] or [ɔ] would
be ideal for the singer. Additionally, the closed nature, high placement, and
fontal position of the [e] vowel on “te” should work well for the tenor, if he
does not spread his embrasure. The closed nature of the [e] vowel to the [o]
vowel on “te non” should facilitate the narrow/vertical alignment necessary for
maneuvering in the passaggio. However, the [ɛ] vowel on “penso” has the
danger of producing a harsh tone quality if the tenor is not able to find the
verticality in the [ɛ] vowel. Finally, the “Puccini-esque” melody throughout the
vocal line encourages expressive singing.
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Example 5.1

Additional Comments: The singers’ emotions in this text, “torn between
romantic memories, promises, dreams of eternal love, the end of passion and
delusion,” are depicted well by Tosti. Santivale states, “the typical square-cut
periods, consisting of two musically identical four-bar phrases, which are
easily adapted to the hendecasyllabic quatrains of the poem (the device most
commonly used by composers of romanze, including Tosti), are less
predictable thanks to the variations in the melodic and the harmonic
passages.”54 Santivale further asserts, “a melodic and harmonic arc
corresponds musically to this rapid succession of situations: one ascending, on
the words ‘una catena dileguante in ciel’, and one descending, on the words,
‘perché l’anima tua fatta è gel’, the latter lunging the soul, once light and
dreamy, into a cold, hard reality.”55 The major tonal area follows, “in which a
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livelier and richer piano part accompanies a more relaxed melodic
development.”56
IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 5.1
Non t'amo
più
[non taːmo
pju]
not I-love-you longer
Ricordi
ancora il dì che c'incontrammo,
[riˈkɔrdi
aŋkoɾa il di ke tʃinkonˈtrammo]
Remember-you still
the day that we-met
Le tue promesse le
ricordi
ancor?
[le tuːe proˈmɛsse le
riˈkɔrdi
aŋˈkor]
the your promises them you-remember still?
Folle d'amore io ti seguii,
ci
amammo,
[ˈfolle daˈmoːɾe iːo ti seˈgwi
tʃi
aˈmammo]
Mad from-love I you followed, one-another we-loved
E accanto a te sognai,
folle d'amor.
[e akˈkanto a te soɲːˈɲai ˈfolle daˈmoːr]
and near
to you I-dreamed mad with-love
Sognai felice, di carezze e baci
[soɲˈɲai feˈliːtʃe di kaˈɾetts͜ e baːˈtʃi]
I dreamed happy, of caresses and kisses
Una catena dileguante in
ciel;
[ˈuːna kaˈteːna dileˈgwante͜ in
tʃɛːl]
a
chain
dissipating into-the sky
Ma le parole tue
56
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[ma le paˈɾɔːle tuːe fuˈɾon
mɛnˈdaːtʃi]
But the words yours they-were lies
Perché l'anima tua fatta è di gel.
[perˈke ˈlaːnima tuːa ˈfatta͜ ɛ di dʒɛːl]
Because the-heart yours made is of ice.
Te ne ricordi
ancor?
[te ne ri'kɔrdi aŋˈkoːr]
You it remember still?
Or la mia fede, il desiderio immenso
[oːr la miːa ˈfeːde il deziˈdɛːɾjo imˈmɛnso]
Now the my faith, the desire
immense
Il mio sogno d'amor non sei più tu:
[il miːo ˈsoɲɲo daˈmoːr non sɛːi pju tu]
the my dream of-love not are longer you
I tuoi baci non cerco, a te non penso;
[i twɔːi ˈbaːtʃi non ˈtʃɛrko a te non ˈpɛnso]
the your kisses not I-seek of you not I-think
Sogno un altro ideal; non t'amo più.
[ˈsoɲɲo un ˈaltro ideˈaːl non taːmo pju]
I-dream-of an-other ideal; not I-love-you longer.
Nei cari giorni che passammo insieme,
[neːi ˈkaːɾi ˈdʒorni ke pasːˈsammo inˈsjɛːme]
In-the dear days that we-spent together,
Io cosparsi di fiori il tuo sentier:
[iːo koˈspaːrsi di ˈfjo͜ːɾil tuːo sɛnˈtjɛr]
I strew with flowers the your path
Tu fosti del mio cor l'unica speme;
[tu ˈfosti del miːo kɔːr ˈluːnika ˈspɛːme]
You were of my heart the-only hope
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Tu della mente l'unico pensier.
[tu ˈdella ˈmente ˈluːniko pɛnˈsjɛːr]
You in-my mind the-only thought.
Tu m'hai
visto pregare, impallidire,
[tu maːi
ˈviːsto preˈgaːɾe impalliˈdiːɾe]
You have-me seen pray,
grow-pale,
Piangere tu mhai
visto innanzi a te:
[ˈpjandʒeɾe tu maːi
ˈvisto inˈnantsi a te]
Weeping you have-me seen before
of you:
Io sol per appagare un tuo
desire,
[iːo soːl per appaˈgaːɾe un tuːo
deˈziːɾe]
I, just to satisfy
one of-your desires
Avrei
dato il mio sangue e la mia fé.
[aˈvrɛːi
ˈdaːto il miːo ˈsaŋgwe e la miːa fe]
Would-have given the my blood and the my faith.
Te ne ricordi
ancor?
[te ne ri'kɔrdi
aŋˈkoːr]
You it remember still?
Or la mia fede, il desiderio immenso
[oːr la miːa ˈfeːde il deziˈdɛːɾjo imˈmɛnso]
Now the my faith, the desire
immense
Il mio sogno d'amor non sei più
tu:
[il miːo ˈsoɲɲo daˈmoːr non sɛːi pju
tu]
the my dream of-love not are longer you
I tuoi baci non cerco, a te non penso;
[i twɔːi ˈbaːtʃi non ˈtʃɛrko a te non ˈpɛnso]
the your kisses not I-seek of you not I-think
Sogno
un altro ideal; non t'amo
più.
[ˈsoɲɲo un ˈaltro ideˈaːl non taːmo
pju]
I-dream-of an-other ideal; not I-love-you longer.
37

Poet: Carmelo Errico (1848-1892)
Carmelo Errico crafted his own late-romantic style, which was extremely
appealing to Tosti and his verses were appealing to the public as well,
prompting Tosti’s enthusiasm. His texts dealt with nostalgic, idealized, and
familiar topics. Errico’s innate manner of rhyming, stanza settings made his
verses easily accessible to compose to music.57 “The composition is moving in
the restraint that barely conceals its yearning and the expressed pain and
resignation. Even when the words rise to a peak of bitterness, the tone is more
tender and nostalgic than bitter.”58
Poetic Translation: Do you still remember the day that we met;
do you still remember your promises?
Madly in love, I followed you, we loved each other,
and near you I dreamed, madly in love.
Happily, I dreamed of caresses and kisses,
in a chain vanishing in the sky.
But your words were lies,
because your heart is made of ice.
Do you still remember?
Now my faith, my desire immense,
my dream of love, is no longer in you:
I do not seek your kisses, I do not think of you;
I dream of another ideal; I do not love you anymore.
In the days that we spent together,
I scattered flowers along your path.
You were to my heart, the only hope,
57
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you were to my mind, the only thought.
You have seen me plead, turn pale,
you have seen me crying before you:
just to satisfy a single wish of yours,
I would have given my blood and my faith.
Now my faith, my desire immense,
my dream of love, is no longer in you:
I do not seek your kisses, I do not think of you;
I dream of another ideal; I do not love you anymore.59
LUNA D’ESTATE
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: D3-G4
Tessitura: F#3-D4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [u]
Tempo: Allegramente (happily)
Meter: 2/4
Classification: Intermediate level
Key(s): D Major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The piano accompaniment is light in texture and helps to
set the overall mood of the piece. The left-hand keeps a steady pulse on beats
one and two, while the right-hand plays a delicate syncopated pattern. The
59
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accompaniment does not double the vocal line. Tosti indicates leggero e

legato throughout, but no tempo changes.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal line utilizes four measure phrases
throughout. “The varying accents of the verse give rise to a pleasant variety in
the rhythm of the melodic line, which often dominates the higher registers.”60
The phrases should flow smoothly, up and down, in step-wise motion;
however, Tosti writes wide leaps of fifths and sixths to emphasize text at the
ends of phrases in the text.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: The lively tempo and syncopated
rhythms in the vocal enhance the joyous love story. Although the singer is
supported harmonically by the piano, the singer must be secure with the
melody and rhythm. The syllabic writing and fast tempo of the piece can
encourage the articulation of the words to influence and uneven legato line.
The tessitura lies in the middle voice for the tenor, except for a few climactic
moments in the passaggio. Closed vowels are mostly used in the text at these
moments. However, the singer may have issues with the phrase at “E chi le
guarda…soffra per amore e songna per desìo, l una d'estate!”. The phrase
begins with a wide leap of a sixth from A3 to F#4 on the text “E chi” and the
60
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subsequent five measures lie in the passaggio, D4-G4. The greatest challenge
will be negotiating the vowel changes on the word “desìo”. The “de-“ is set on
F#4 and a closed vowel, but the “-sìo” occurs on G4. The voiced “s” should
encourage appoggio, as voice consonants require a connection to the support
system, but the [i] vowel will need more height so that the singer does not
close the throat or tense before shifting to the closed [o]. The identical musical
section at the end of the piece presents the opportunity for the singer to
modify the closed [e] vowel to it’s more open neighbor, [ɛ], on the high G(4),
for verticality and vocal freedom, depending upon the singer.
Example 6.1
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Additional Comments: “A joyful, sparkling stornello written during Tosti’s
last years, should be included among the compositions of popular
inspiration.”61 This strophic song offers a nice contrast to Tosti’s melodramatic
and intense love songs. Its light and buoyant character represent an apparent
distinction to Tosti’s various compositional styles.
IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 6.1
Luna d'estate
[ˈluːna deˈstaːte]
Moon of-summer
Luna d'estate, ho
un sogno nel mio cuore
[ˈluːna deˈstaːte
ɔ
un ˈsoɲɲo nel miːo ˈkwɔːɾe]
Moon of-summer, I-have a dream in-the my heart
E vo'
cantando tutta notte al
mare:
[e vɔ
kanˈtando ˈtutta ˈnɔtte al
ˈmaːɾe]
and I-go-on singing
all night by-the sea:
Mi
son fermato a una finestra in fiore
[mi
soːn fɛrˈmaːto a ˈuːna fiˈnɛstra in ˈfjoːɾe]
myself I-am stopped at a
window in flower
Perchè l'anima mia febbre ha d'amore.
[perˈke ˈlaːnima miːa ˈfebbra a daˈmoːɾe]
because the-soul mine fever has of-love.
Mi
[mi
61
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Myself I -am stopped

at a

window in flower

Ove son due pupille affatturate.
[ˈoːve soːn duːe puˈpille affattuˈɾaːte]
where are two eyes
bewitching.
E chi
le guarda soffre per amore
[e ki
le ˈgwarda ˈsɔffre per aˈmoːɾe]
And whoever them sees
suffers from love
E sogna per desìo, l una d'estate!
[e ˈsoɲɲa per deˈziːo ˈluːna deˈstaːte]
and dreams with desire, moon of-summer
Luna d'estate, amore è come il mare
[ˈluːna deˈstate
aˈmoːɾ͜ ɛ ˈkoːme il ˈmaːɾe]
Moon of-summer love is like the sea
Ed il mio cuore è un'onda senza posa:
[ed il miːo ˈkwɔːɾe ɛ uˈnonda ˈsɛntsa ˈpɔːza]
and the my heart is a-wave without rest:
Ma solamente lo potran fermare
[ma solaˈmente lo poˈtran fɛrˈmaːɾe]
but only
it can
be-stopped
Le pupille e il labbro suo di rosa.
[le puˈpille e il ˈlabbro suːo di ˈrɔːza]
the eyes
and the lips
hers of rose,
E vo'
cantando tutta notte al
mare
[e vɔ
kanˈtando ˈtuːta ˈnɔtte al
ˈmaːɾe]
And I-go-on singing
all
night by-the sea
Per quelle due pupille addormentate.
[per ˈkwelle duːe puˈpille addɔrmɛnˈtaːte]
for those two eyes
sleeping.
Ho

il

pianto agli occhi e

la speranza in cuore
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[ɔ
il ˈpjanto aʎʎɔkki e la speˈɾantsa iŋ ˈkwɔːɾe]
I-have the tears in-the-eyes and the hope
in heart
E splendo come te, luna d'estate!
[e ˈsplɛndo ˈkoːme te ˈluːna deˈstaːte]
and I-shine like you, moon of-summer!
Poet: Riccardo Mazzola (Unknown)
Little is known about Riccardo Mazzola, except that he was a writer of
short stories and plays in Italy. He was also one of Tosti’s favorite poets during
the latter part of the composer’s life. Between 1908-1913, Tosti set 14 of
Mazzola’s poems to song.
Poetic Translation: Summer moon, I have a dream in my heart,
and through the night I sing by the sea:
I stopped at a window surrounded by the flowers
because my heart is aflame with desire for love.
I stopped at a window surrounded by flowers
where there were two bewitching eyes…
whoever looks on them suffers for love
and dreams with longing, summer moon!
Summer moon, love is like the sea
and my heart is a restless wave:
only those eyes and her rosy lips
can bring me repose.
And through the night I sing by the sea
for those two sleeping eyes.
Tears are in my eyes and hope in my heart
and I shine like you, summer moon!62
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PREGHIERA
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: D3-F#4
Tessitura: F#3-D4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o]
Tempo: Assai Moderato (very restrained/moderate)
Meter: 4/4
Classification: Beginning – Intermediate levels
Key(s): D major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The accompaniment is chordal and the harmonies are
straight forward, with few modulations. However, Tosti writes a beautiful
melody in the piano introduction that elegantly moves from the top voice in
the accompaniment to the lowest voice. At times, the bass voice in the
accompaniment doubles the voice line, offering energy and enhancing the
expressiveness. Tosti incorporates: messa di voce, accent mark, sentito, ritard,

a tempo, and dynamic markings that vary from pianissimo to fortissimo.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal phrases are two measures
throughout. The “melodic line rises and grows in intensity, culminating in the
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most profoundly felt lines of the poem and concludes with a coda, which
underlines the despair of the poet, with a final invocation ‘Signor, pietà’ (Lord,
have mercy!), repeated again and again.”63 The articulation is largely syllabic,
however, the slow tempo makes it accessible for younger singers. Most of the
movement in the vocal line is step-wise, however, there are leaps of thirds and
fourths. Tosti writes leaps of fifths at dramatic moments and rises by whole
step through the passaggio at the climax of the piece.

Vocal Challenges and Benefits: . The tessitura of this piece lies in the
middle and low voice for the tenor. When Tosti writes in the zona di passaggio
and upper part of the voice, it is at dramatic moments within the poem. With
the exception of the [a] vowel, all of the passaggio notes are on closed vowels.
The climax of the piece will probably offer the greatest challenge because the
pitches are D4, E4, and F#4, however, the diction can facilitate a freedom of
vocal production because of the closed vowels, the enya, and glide that the
diction requires (Signor, pietà! [siɲˈɲoːr pjeˈta]). The singer should explore
modifying the [a] of “pieta” to the neutral vowel of [ʌ] because of it’s
placement on F#4 in the secondo passaggio.
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Example 7.1

Additional Comments: Preghiera obtains beautiful text and has influences
of Schubert and Gounod.64 Tosti is able to write a beautiful, yet simple melody
that builds in intensity to accurately able to convey the torment of the text,
which is usually very difficult to achieve in a strophic song. This piece allows
for both sensitive and expressive singing.
IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 7.1
Preghiera
[pre'gjɛːɾa]
Prayer
Alla mente confusa
[ˈalla ˈmente konˈfuːza]
In-the mind confused
Di dubbio e di dolore
[di ˈdubbjo e di doˈloːɾe]
by doubt and by pain/grief
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Soccorri, o mio Signore,
[sokkorri o miːo siɲˈɲoːɾe]
help/assist, oh my Lord,
Col
raggio
della fé.
[kol
ˈraddʒo ˈdella fe]
with-the shine/light of-the faith.
Sollevala dal
peso
[solˈlɛːvala dal
ˈpeːzo]
Lift-it
from-the weight
Che la declina al
fango:
[ke la deˈkliːn͜ al
ˈfaŋgo]
that it presses into-the mud:
A te sospiro e piango,
[a te soˈspiːɾo e ˈpjaŋgo]
for you I-sigh and I-weep,
Mi
raccomando a te.
[mi
rakkoˈmando a te]
myself I-entrust
to you
Sai
che la vita mia
[saːi
ke la ˈviːta miːa]
You-know that the life mine
Si strugge
appoco appoco,
[si ˈstruddʒe
apˈpɔːko apˈpɔːko]
is being-consumed little
by-little
Come la cera al
foco,
[ˈkoːme la ˈtʃeːɾ͜ al
ˈfɔːko]
like
the wax by-the flame
Come la neve al
sol.
[ˈkoːme la ˈneːve al
soːl]
like
the snow by-the sun.
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All'anima
che anela
[alˈlaːnima
ke
aˈnɛːla]
From-the-soul which yearns
Di ricovrarti in braccio
[di rikoˈvraːrt͜ in ˈbrattʃo]
to shelter-itself in (your)-arms
Deh, Rompi, Signore, il laccio
[de ˈrompi siɲɲoːɾe il ˈlattʃo]
Oh, break, Lord, the bond
Che le impedisce il vol.
[ke le impeˈdiʃʃe il vol]
which it prevents the flight.
Signor, pietà!
[siɲˈɲoːr pieˈta]
Lord,
have-mercy!
Poet: Giuseppe Giusti (1809-1850)
Giusti was a Tuscan poet and author of satirical works based on political
and social issues. He also wrote many poems on themes of love with
Petrarchan inspiration, which became popular due to the romantic idealists of
the nineteenth century. Published in 1880, Tosti set Guisti’s poem “Alla mente
confusa” to music and entitled it “Preghiera”.65 Tosti did not set many of
Giusti’s poems to music; however, the Lombardia described it as “one of the
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most heart-felt and moving lyrics ever to spring from a poet’s heart…”66
“Preghiera” has a direct and somber tone. The verses represent the emotions
of Giusti, who was slowly dying from tuberculosis.67
Poetic Translation: To my confused mind
by doubt and sorrow
lend assistance, oh my Lord,
with the light of faith.
Lift from me the weight
that presses it into the mud:
I sigh and I weep for you,
I entrust myself to you.
You know that my life
is consumed little by little
like wax by a flame,
like the snow in the sun.
From my soul, which yearns
to shelter itself in your arms,
break, Lord, the bond
that prevents it from taking flight.
Lord, have mercy!68
LA SERENATA
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: E3-F4
Tessitura: A3-E4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e],[i], [o], [u]
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Tempo: Quarter-note equals 80
Meter: 4/4
Classification: Intermediate level
Key(s): F major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The accompaniment displays arpeggiated figures
representative of the rapid movement of fingers on the strings of a guitar
throughout the entirety of the piece.69 During the piano introduction and
interludes, the accompaniment incorporates the vocal melody. However, Tosti
does not have the accompaniment double the singer. The singer is fully
supported harmonically throughout. Dynamic markings are not specified, with
the exception of piano and pianissimo. However, crescendos and

decrescendos are indicated.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal phrases are two measures in length
throughout. The verses are mostly syllabic, however, Tosti does allow for many
places where lyrical singing can be displayed. There are several instances
where the singer can sustain one vowel sound for the duration of the note
value. There are also moments for staccato singing on the text “Vola”. This will
69
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encourage agility and avoid the breath from locking, while maintaining the
mood of the piece. There is a leap of a sixth that occurs, though most of the
leaps are confined to thirds and fourths, both ascending and descending.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: This piece allows for expressive singing
and should be fun for the singer to perform. The singer’s first entrance is on
the text “Vola” and on F4 to C4. However, the closed vowel [o] is an excellent
decision by Tosti because of the entrance in the upper passaggio. In fact, all of
the passaggio vowels are closed, with the exception of [a] on the word “vola”.
To avoid vowel spreading and carrying up vocal weight in the passaggio, the
singer should explore modifying the [a] vowel to [ɔ], however, [ʌ] would work
as well. The “characteristic vocalization on the exclamation “Ah!” recurs, first
with the leap of the sixth (A3 to F4) followed by a triplet figure on the text “la”
in the passaggio. This is an opportunity to address appoggio and vowel
modification. The greatest challenge in this piece is maintaining a legato line
within the syllabic text and various leaps throughout.
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Example 8.1

Example 8.2

Additional Comments: Carol Kimball describes this song as, “a passionate
(somewhat extroverted) serenade”.70 It “continues to be one of Tosti’s most
popular” songs, probably because of its’ memorable and beautiful vocal line
melody that expressively shines over the guitar-like accompaniment.71
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IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 8.1
La serenata
[la seɾeˈnaːta]
The serenade
Vola, o serenata:
[ˈvoːla o seɾeˈnaːta]
Fly, oh serenade:
La mia diletta è sola,
[la miːa diˈlɛtta e ˈsoːla]
the my beloved is alone
e,
con la bella testa abbandonata,
[e kon la ˈbɛlla ˈtɛst͜ abbandoˈnaːta]
and, with the lovely head lying-back
posa tra
le lenzuola:
[ˈpɔːza tra
le lɛnˈtwsɔːla]
lie
among the sheets:
O serenata, vola. O serenata, vola.
[o seɾeˈnaːta ˈvoːla o seɾeˈnaːta voːla]
Oh serenade, fly. Oh serenade, fly.
Splende pura la luna,
[ˈsplɛnde ˈpuːɾa la ˈluːna]
Shines pure the moon,
l'ale il silenzio stende,
[ˈlaːle il siˈlɛntsjo ˈstɛnde]
the wings the silence extend,
e
dietro i veli dell'alcova bruna
[e ˈdjɛːtro i ˈveːle dellalˈkɔːva ˈbruːna]
and behind the veils of-the-alcove dark
54

la lampada s'accende.
[la ˈlampada satˈtʃɛnde]
the lamp
is-lit.
Pura la luna splende.
[ˈpuːɾa la ˈluːna ˈsplɛnde]
purely the moon shines.
Vola, o serenata, vola. Ah! là.
[ˈvoːla o seɾeˈnaːtaˈvoːla a la]
Fly, oh serenade, fly. Ah! la.
Vola, o serenata:
[ˈvoːla o seɾeˈnaːta]
Fly, oh serenade:
La mia diletta è sola,
[la miːa diˈlɛtta e ˈsoːla]
the my beloved is alone,
ma sorridendo ancor mezzo assonnata,
[ma sɔrriˈdɛndo aŋˈkoːr ˈmɛddzo assonˈnaːta]
but smiling-and still
half
drowsy/asleep,
torna
fra
le lenzuola:
[ˈtorna
fra
le lɛnˈtwɔːla]
she-returns among the sheets:
O serenata, vola. O serenata, vola.
[o seɾeˈnaːta ˈvoːla o seɾeˈnaːta voːla]
Oh serenade, fly. Oh serenade, fly.
L'onda sogna su'l lido,
[ˈlonda ˈsoɲɲa sul ˈliːdo]
dreams on-the shore,
e 'l
vento su la fronda;
[el
ˈvɛnto su la ˈfronda]
and-the wind in the branches;
55

e a'
baci miei ricusa ancore un nido
[e a
ˈbaːtʃi mjɛːi riˈkuːz͜ aŋˈkoːɾa un ˈnido]
and to-the kisses mine denies still
a nest
la mia signora bionda.
[la miːa siɲˈɲoːɾa ˈbjonda]
the my lady
blond.
Sogna su'l lido l'onda.
[ˈsoɲɲa sul ˈliːdo ˈlonda]
Dreams on-the
shore
Vola, o serenata, vola. Ah! là.
[ˈvoːla o seɾeˈnaːtaˈvoːla a la]
Fly, oh serenade, fly. Ah! la.

Poet: Giovanni Alfredo Cesareo (1861-1937)
This poem was published in 1887 in a collection entitled Le Occidentali.
However, Tosti only used four of the nine stanzas “for reasons of good taste
and propriety”, avoiding the “mischievous elements”.72 Tosti chose to make
this serenade is less sensual and simply a declaration of love. Cesareo utilized
several formal devices to “achieve symmetry and balance.”73 Tosti is not able
to reflect the “sense of proportion created by the poet” in the “structure of the
music.”74 The pattern from the music that emerges is a traditional one of
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“three symmetrical periods, each falling into two phrases – one of statement
and one of response.”75
Poetic Translation: Fly, O serenade:
my dear is alone
with her beautiful head lost in
dreams between the sheets:
O, serenade, fly.
The moon is shining brightly,
silence extends its wings,
and behind the veils of the dark alcove,
the lamp burns:
brightly the moon shines.
Fly, O serendade:
my dear is alone,
but smiling, still
half asleep,
she has returned between her sheets:
O, serenade, fly.
The waves dream on the shore,
and the wind in the branches;
and for my kisses, a nest is still refused by
a blond lady.
On the shore the waves dream.
Fly, O serenade, fly.76
IDEALE
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: E3-F#4
Tessitura: A3-E4
75
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Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o], [u]
Tempo: Quarter-note equals 58
Meter: 4/4
Classification: Intermediate-Advanced level
Key(s): A major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The accompaniment in this piece is chordal with a
counter-melody that gradually rises and falls in the left-hand before the singer
enters, during the interlude between the first and second verse, and during
the postlude. This piece incorporates phrases of a triplet pattern in the
accompaniment placed against the voice line written in duple time. This
innovative accompaniment technique that Tosti employed represents a
significant move in his compositional style.77 The accompaniment supports the
singer tonally, but does not ever double the vocal line. The singer must
maintain the rhythmic integrity of the vocal line independently from the piano.
However, the pianist must play sensitively as Tosti indicates very specific
expressive markings for both the singer and pianist: e legato assai; tenuto in
the voice (duple meter) over the pianists triplet pattern; rit.------a tempo,

affrettando; con anima; ritard; col canto; I tempo; sempre assai legato; ritard;
77
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a tempo; rit.-----a tempo; col canto armonioso; a tempo; col canto; rit.-----a
tempo.78

Phrasing and Articulation: The singer enters with a recitative-like phrase
and develops into a distinct melody, which builds to a dramatic climax at the
end of the piece. The song varies between two and one measure phrases and
the singer must fully have a sense of rubato throughout. The vocal line is
similar to arias during the late nineteenth century melodrama. The vocal
melody rises and falls, emphasizes half-steps, and frequently employs intervals
of a third, fourth, or fifth. The tessitura is mostly in the middle voice, requiring
legato line amongst syllabic writing, by the singer. This song offers the singer
the opportunity to display sensitive and expressive singing.79

Vocal Challenges and Benefits: Tosti has set text so that it offers the
singer closed pre-passaggio vowels throughout, encouraging a more focused
tone and narrow vowel alignment. In addition, many of the secondo
passaggio vowels are closed and incorporate a [j] glide preceding an open
vowel, which will encourage frontal/palatal singing, indicative of the Italian
language. For example, on the text [ˈpjɛːna], occurring at F4, F#4, and
78
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[sɛmˈbjante], occurring at E4. Aside from the attention to detail regarding
expression and tempi changes, the most challenging negotiation is the [a]
vowel, which occurs at the climax of the piece. The open vowel occurs at F#4
and is preceded by a closed [o] vowel. The text dictates a flipped [ɾ] occur
before the closed [o] vowel, which will encourage a relaxed and forward
tongue position. However, for the [a] vowel to align with the preceding [o]
vowel, the singer has the option to modify the [a] to [ʌ] or modify the [o] to [ɔ]
and the [a] to [ɔ] or [ʌ]. This decision will be relative to the needs of the singer.
Example 9.1

60

Example 9.2

Additional Comments: This song was published in 1882 and is one of
Tosti’s most famous songs. The poetry describes an ideal that does not
materialize, which provides the singer and listener the opportunity to decide
whether his personal ideal is a “person, love, or poetry”.80 The mood in this
piece varies between “ecstatic” and “sensual”. The accompaniment sets an
almost ethereal mood for the singer. “Ideale” “displays all of the
characteristics we associate with Tosti - dreamy sentimentality, smooth,
caressing phrases, pleasing melody, and a delicate melancholy. He preferred
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to make his emotional expression lyrical and relatively small scale, rather than
dramatic. The lines are flowing and rich, occasionally rising in yearning, but
mostly in the rich middle registers of the voice.”81

IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 9.1
Ideale
[ideˈaːle]
Ideal
Io ti
seguii come iride
di pace
[iːo ti seˈgwi koˈmiːɾide
di ˈpa:tʃe]
I you followed like-a-rainbow of peace
Lungo le vie del
cielo:
[ˈluŋgo le viːe del ˈtʃɛːlo]
Along the paths of-the sky
Io ti seguii come un'amica face
[iːo ti seˈgwi ˈ koːme unaˈmiːka ˈfaːtʃe]
I you followed like a-friendly
torch
De la notte nel velo.
[ˈde la ˈnɔtte nel ˈveːlo]
of the night in-the veil.
E
ti sentii
ne la luce, ne l'aria,
[e ti sɛnˈti
ne la ˈluːtʃe ne ˈlaːɾja]
And you I-sensed in the light, in the-air,
81
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Nel
profumo dei
fiori;
[nel proˈfuːmo deːi ˈfjoːɾi]
in-the perfume of-the flowers;
E fu piena la stanza solitaria
[e fu ˈpjɛːna la ˈstantsa soliˈtaːɾja]
and was full the room solitary
Di te, dei tuoi splendori.
[di te deːi twɔːi splɛnˈdoːɾi]
of you, of your splendors.
In te rapito, al
suon de la tua voce,
[in te 'raːpito al
swɔːn de la tuːa ˈvoːtʃe]
By you captured, by-the sound of
your voice
Lungamente
sognai;
[luŋgaˈmente soɲˈɲaːi]
for-a-long-time I-dreamed
E de la terra ogni affanno, ogni croce,
[e de la ˈtɛrra ˈoɲːɲi affanno ˈoɲɲi ˈkroːtʃe]
and of the earth every worry,
every torment,
In quell giorno scordai.
[iŋ kwell ˈdʒorno skɔrˈdaːi]
in that day
I-forgot.
Torna, caro ideal, torna un
istante
[ˈtorna ˈkaːɾo ideˈaːl ˈtorna un
iˈstante]
Return, dear ideal, return for-an instant
A sorridermi ancora,
[a sɔrˈriːdermi aŋˈkoːɾa]
to smile-on-me again,
E a me risplenderà, nel tuo sembiante,
[e a me risplɛndeˈɾa nel tuːo sɛmˈbjante]
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and for me will-shine, in your face,
Una novella aurora.
[ˈuːna noˈvɛlla aːuˈɾoːɾa]
a
new
dawn.
Torna, caro ideal, torna.
[ˈtorna ˈkaːɾo ideˈaːl ˈtorna]
Return, dear ideal, return.
Poet: Carmelo Errico (1848-1892)
The verses of “Ideale” are taken from a collection of lyrics called

Convolvoli, which was extremely popular among the social and cultural
middle-class for the “delicate lyricism” of the texts.82 Errico’s poetry is
described as “idyllic” because “it expresses delicate sentiments, little
repercussions of external things on the poet’s soul”.83 “Errico writes what he
feels; he wraps his gentle thoughts in musical stanzas indeed worthy of
inspiring Tosti’s elegant melodies: he is a melancholic poet.”84
Poetic Translation: I followed you like a rainbow of peace
across the paths of the sky:
I followed you like a friendly torch
in the veil of the night.
And I sensed you in the light, and the air,
in the perfume of the flowers;
and the lonely room was full
of you and your splendor.
Enraptured by you, by the sound of your voice,
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for a long time I dreamed;
and earth’s every anxiety, every trial,
in that moment, I forgot.
Return, dear ideal, return for a moment to
smile on me again,
and in your face will shine for me
a new dawn.85
A VUCHELLA
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: F3-G4
Tessitura: A3-E4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [ɔ], [u]
Tempo: Allegretto Moderato (moderately lively)
Meter: 3/4
Classification: Intermediate
Key(s): F major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The tempo is largely determined by the piano on beats
one and two of the first measure, which produce a “syncopated effect, since
there is no articulation of the third beat.”86 The piano introduction is reiterated
during the interludes and postludes, unifying the piece. Furthermore, the
85
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rhythm of the first eight measures in the introduction create the atmosphere of
the song forward movement: a dotted half-note, tied to a dotted eighth-note,
followed by thirty-second notes in the right-hand, while the left-hand plays the
syncopated pattern previously mentioned.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal line sings phrases of two and three
measures throughout. The harmony is simple and employs a few modulations
to closely related keys; however, it does not double the vocal line. The singer
must be able to sustain long notes over the syncopated pattern in the
accompaniment. Although the syllabic style is true to Tosti, the singer is able
to take much more time articulating the different sounds of the language than
in most of his pieces. The vocal melody is mostly stepwise, with a few leaps of
thirds and fourths, but there is one leap of a seventh, just after the climax of
the piece.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: The tessitura of this piece lies in the
middle voice and passaggio. Unlike most of his songs, this piece incorporates
the use of more open vowels, like [a], [ɛ], and [ɔ,] in the prepassaggio pitches,
as well as in the passaggio. This may work to the advantage for some tenors,
struggling with finding vocal freedom in that part of the voice. In the climax of
the song, “nu vaso piccerillo” and the repetition of the same text immediately
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following, but at a higher tessitura, and with the a leap of a fourth up to G4 on
the text “nu vaso”, Tosti utilizes closed vowels. The closed vowels perfectly set
the singer up for the highest note in the entire song, which is a G(4) on the [a}
vowel as the singer begs for “little kiss “from his lover.
Example 10.1

Additional Comments: “’A Vuchella” is one of Tosti’s most notable songs.
“The composer’s clever idea was to allow himself to be carried away by the
playful spirit of the verses, creating a sensation of cyclical return, and an
almost nonsensical piece with the phonic effect created by the uninterrupted
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series of plosive and liquid sounds.”87 Tosti is able to link the mellow melody
of the voice line with the “verbal puns” d’Annunzio employs in the text, which
gives the piece immense “charm and naturalness.”88 “The delicate, lilting lines
become passionate, but soon return to the caressing melody that opens the
song, bringing it to a graceful ending.”89
IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 10.1
'A vucchella
[a vukˈkɛlla]
To-a little-mouth
Sì, comm'a nu sciorillo
[si ˈkɔmma nu ʃʃɔˈɾillə]
Yes, like
a little-flower,
tu tiene na vucchella
[tu ˈtjɛːnɛ na vukˈkɛlla]
you have a little-mouth
nu poco pocorillo
[nu ˈpɔːkɔ pɔkɔˈɾillə]
a
little bit
appassuliatella.
[appassuljaˈtɛlla]
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faded.
Meh, dammillo,
dammillo,
[mɛ damˈmillə damˈmillə]
Ah, give-it-to-me, give-it-to-me
- è comm'a na rusella [ɛ ˈkɔmma na ruˈzɛlla]
-it-is like
a little-rosedammillo nu vasillo,
[damˈmillə nu vaˈzillə]
give-me
a little-kiss
dammillo, Cannetella!
[damˈmillə kannɛˈtɛlla]
give-it-to-me Cannetella!
Dammillo
e pigliatillo,
[damˈmillə e piʎʎaˈtillə]
Give-it-to-me and take-you-one,
nu vaso piccerillo
[nu ˈvaːzə pittʃɛˈrillə]
a
kiss little
comm'a chesta vucchella,
[ˈkɔmma ˈkɛsta vukˈkɛlla]
like
this little-mouth
che
pare
na rusella
[ke ˈpaːɾə
na ruˈzɛlla]
which seems-like a little-rose
nu poco pocorillo appassuliatella.
[nu ˈpɔːkɔ pɔkɔˈɾillə appassuljaˈtɛlla]
a
little bit
faded.
Sì,

tu

tiene na vucchella
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[si tu ˈtjɛːnɛ na vukˈkɛlla]
Yes, you have a little-mouth
nu poco pocorillo
[nu ˈpɔːkɔ pɔkɔˈɾillə]
a
little bit
appassuliatella.
[appassuljaˈtɛlla]
faded.
Note: The use of the Schwa/[ə] in the IPA transcription. A mixed vowel, the
schwa is utilized in the Neapolitan dialect of Southern Italy on the unstressed
vowels [a], [e], and [o].
Poet: Gabriele d’Annunzio (1863-1938)
D’Annunzio respected Tosti as a composer and having recognized his
talent wrote, “he was able to improvise with singular passion and inspiration”.
Further stating, “that his compositions revealed a limpid melodic vein rich in
native freshness.”90 Tosti gave great acclaim to d’Annunzio’s texts, which can
be divided into two groups. The first group includes compositions between
1880 and 1892. The second includes those from 1907 to 1919. The latter
display an altered impression of d’Annunzio’s text by Tosti. D’Annunzio would
offer Tosti texts that were designed to be poetry for music. The verses would
fit together with “symmetrically constructed melodic phrases.”91
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The lyrics to “’A Vuchella” are “some of the lightest and most playful
that the poet ever created, thanks to the wealth of alliterations, consonants,
verbal reiterations, and external and internal rhyme, with words that are all
graceful diminutives.”92 D’Annunzio uses a sonnet form with heptasyllabic
rather than hendecasyllabic lines and chooses to rhyme only two endings. He
also created his on word in the Neapolitan dialect: “appssuliatella”, which later
becomes a part of the Neapolitan poetic vocabulary.93
Poetic Translation: Yes, like a little flower
is your tiny mouth
just a little opened.
Ah, give it to me, give it to me,
it is like the little rose,
give me a little kiss,
give it to me Cannatella!
Give one and take one,
a tiny little kiss,
like this tiny mouth,
the rose also seems,
yes, just a little opened.94
IN VAN PREGHI
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: G3-G4
Tessitura: B3-E4
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Passaggio Vowels: [a],[e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [ɔ], [u]
Tempo: Lentamente (slowly)
Meter: 3/4
Classification: Beginner-Intermediate
Key(s): B-flat major and G major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: Although a slow tempi is maintained throughout, the
accompaniment constantly flows in an eighth-note, triplet, or sixteenth-note
pattern. There is a brief meter change to 2/4, but only for two measures, then
a return to 3/4. There is a modulation from B-flat major to G major, back to Bflat major, and the piece ends in G major. There are brief moments during the
G major tonalities where the piano doubles the vocal line. Tosti only indicates
a few moments for col canto and a tempo.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal phrases are two measures in length
throughout. Like, “’A Vucchella”, the slow tempo of this piece, in balance with
the manner in which Tosti sets the text, allows for less negotiation of vowel
changes on one pitch. As a result, he legato line and expressive singing will be
easier to facilitate. The movement is largely stepwise, sometimes chromatic,
but there are a few leaps of fourths, ascending and descending. The use of
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accidentals and chromaticism in the vocal melody will encourage expressive
singing.

Vocal Challenges and Benefits: Tosti also indicates mezza voce for the
singer, which will encourage a lighter vocal production in this passaggio area,
where most of the piece lies. Subsequently, the singer must coordinate

appoggio and resonance balance in the zona di passaggio. Correspondingly
to “’A Vucchella”, the vocal melody utilizes more open vowels than is typical in
his songs. Despite this, the diction should help with the high tessitura.
Conversely, the indicated mezza voce at the beginning of the piece requires
more energized airflow and open vowels aid in the facilitation of this. The high
G’s (4) are on the vowels [e], [ɛ], [a], but also [u]. The [u] might be problematic
for resonance balancing, and the singer may choose to modify to [o]. This
piece sustains a high tessitura, but will work well for a lighter voice. The
diction is extremely accessible in this piece as well. Tosti composes a
gorgeous melody that is extremely difficult to sing without emoting. If a young
singer needs to work on singing with more expression, then this should work
well for him.
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Example 11.1

Example 11.2

Example 11.3
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Example 11.4

IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 11.1
In van preghi,
in vano aneli
[in vaːn ˈprɛːgi
inˈvano aˈnɛːli]
In vain you-pray, in vain you-yearn,
In van preghi, in vano aneli,
[in vaːn ˈprɛːgi
in ˈvano aˈnɛːli]
In vain you-pray, in vain you-yearn,
in van mostri il
cuore infranto.
[in vaːn ˈmostr͜ il
kwɔːɾe inˈfranto]
in vain you-show the heart broken
Sono
forse umidi i cieli
[ˈsoːno ˈforse uˈmiːd͜ i ˈtʃɛːli]
Are
perhaps moist the heavens
perché noi abbiamo
pianto?
[perˈke noːi abˈbjaːmo ˈpjanto]
because we have
wept?
Il dolor nostro è senz'ala.
[il doˈloːr ˈnɔstro ɛ sɛnˈtsaːla]
The grief
ours is without-wing
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Non ha volo il grido imbelle.
[non a ˈvoːlo il griːdo imˈbɛlle]
Not has flight the cry cowardly.
Piangi e
prega! Qual dio
cala
[ˈpjandʒi e ˈprɛːga kwal ddiːo ˈkaːla]
Weep and pray! What god comes-down
pel
cammino
delle stelle?
[pel kamˈmiːno ˈdelle ˈstelle]
on-the path
of-the stars?
Abbandónati
alla polve
[abbandoˈnaːti ˈalla ˈpolve]
Give-yourself-up to-the dust
e
su lei prono ti
giaci.
[e su lɛːi ˈprɔːno ti
ˈdʒaːtʃi]
and upon it prone yourself lie.
La supina madre assolve
[la suˈpiːna ˈmadre asˈsɔlve]
The reclining mother absolves
d'ogni
colpa chi la baci.
[ˈdoɲɲi ˈkolpa ki la ˈbaːtʃi]
from-every sin who her would-kiss.
In un Ade senza dio
[in un ˈaːde ˈsɛntsa ddiːo]
In a hell without god
dormi quanto
puoi
profondo.
[ˈdɔrmi ˈkwanto
pwɔːi
proˈfondo]
sleep how-much you-could deeply.
Tutto è sogno, tutto è oblìo:
[tutto ɛ ˈsoɲɲo ˈtutto ɛ obˈliːo]
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All

is a-dream all

is oblivion:

l'asfodèlo
è il fior
del Mondo.
[lasfoˈdɛːlo ɛ il fjoːr del ˈmondo]
the-asphodel is the flower of-the world.
Poet: Gabriele d’Annunzio (1863-1938)
D’Annunzio respected Tosti as a composer and having recognized his
talent wrote, “he was able to improvise with singular passion and inspiration”.
Further stating, “that his compositions revealed a limpid melodic vein rich in
native freshness.”95 Tosti gave great acclaim to d’Annunzio’s texts, which can
be divided into two groups. The first group includes compositions between
1880 and 1892. The second includes those from 1907 to 1919. The latter
display an altered impression of d’Annunzio’s text by Tosti. D’Annunzio would
offer Tosti texts that were designed to be poetry for music. The verses would
fit together with “symmetrically constructed melodic phrases.”96
“In van preghi is comprised of four quatrains of octosyllabic lines.
D’Annunzio is able to express endless pain in the text within a world
immersed in death and oblivion. He symbolizes this particularly on the text
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“l'asfodèlo”, which is a flower sacred to the dead. This is a world that can’t be
compassionate for suffering men.97
Poetic Translation: In vain you beg, in vain you yearn,
in vain you show a broken heart.
Are perhaps the heaven’s soaked
because of our tears?
Our pain has no wings.
Fainthearted cries do not fly.
Weep and beg? What god descends
on the path of the stars?
Give yourself up to the dust
and lie flat upon it.
The mother earth absolves
the sins of all who kiss her.
In Hades without God,
sleep as deeply as you can.
All is a dream, all is oblivion:
the asphodel is the flower of the world.98

L’ALBA SEPÀRA DALLA LUCE L’OMBRA
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: F#3-A-flat4
Tessitura: B-flat3-G4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [ɔ], [u]
Tempo: Allegro (lively)
Meter: 4/4
97
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Classification: Advanced level
Key(s): E-flat major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: Like “Ideale”, the accompaniment sustains triplets, while
the vocal line sings independently in duple time. The fast tempo and triplet
pattern paint the majestic picture for the sing to describe at his entrance. The
majority of the song lies in E-flat major, but there are modulations to G-flat
major and also C-flat major in the last stanza of the text.99 Tosti indicates the
following musical markings in the score: con anima, col canto, a tempo, poco

ritardando, sostenuto, and ritenuto.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal melody seems to have free reign
and is three measures in length. The singer must be able to sustain a high
tessitura and sing a wide range. The phrases contain moving notes that flow
into long notes and sustained notes that caress into moving notes. Tosti
indicates tenutos on eighth notes.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: This is a tour de force song that takes a
great deal of vocal stamina to sing. The singer almost never departs from the
99
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zona di passaggio. Also, the majority of the high F’s and G’s are on open
vowels, which can give the singer the opportunity to modify, but would be
extremely challenging and vocally taxing for an inexperienced tenor. The
singer is supported harmonically, but the vocal line is never doubled in the
accompaniment. There are shifts in tonality during the final verse of the song
before returning to the original key of E-flat major, so the singer must feel
secure with his vocal melody. Likewise, the singer is sustaining held notes into
moving notes while the accompanist plays a rapid triplet pattern. The singer
is in a duple meter over the triple meter in the piano, which may present a
rhythm issue for the tenor. The climax of the piece occurs on the text “e dal
sogno mio breve il sole eterno”, which begins on E-flat4, and ascends to a
sustained A-flat4 and descends in stepwise motion back to E-flat4. The high Aflats are preceded by closed vowels and the high A-flats are on the [e] vowel,
which may need to be opened for most tenors to its neighbor [ɛ]. Further
complicating things, is the reiteration of the text with a sustained high G4 on
“eterno”, which happens to be the longest note value of the piece, a whole
note. If all technical fundamentals are consistent, this can be a thrilling recital
piece for an advanced tenor.
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Example 12.1

Additional Comments: This is a fantastic song and best suited for a very
advanced singer. The melody takes precedence over the syllabic writing, as
Tosti rarely places more than one vowel on an eighth note, unlike many of his
earlier songs. Inspired by the text, Tosti clearly incorporates text painting
throughout, but most apparent at the end of the song.
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IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 12.1
L'alba
sepàra dalla
luce l'ombra
[ˈlalba
seˈpaːɾa ˈdalla ˈluːtʃe ˈlombra]
The-dawn divides from-the light the-shadow
L'alba
sepàra dalla
luce l'ombra
[ˈlalba
seˈpaːɾa ˈdalla ˈluːtʃe ˈlombra]
The-dawn divides from-the light the-shadow
E la mia voluttà
dal mio desire.
[e la miːa volutˈta
dal miːo deˈziːɾe]
and the my sensual-pleasure from my desire.
O dolce stelle, è l'ora
di morire.
[o ˈdoltʃe ˈstelle ɛ ˈloːɾa
di moˈɾiːɾe]
Oh gentle stars, it-is the-hour to die.
Un più divino amor dal
ciel
vi sgombra.
[un pju diˈviːno aˈmoːr dal
tʃɛːl
vi ˈzgombra]
A more divine love from-the heaven you take.
Pupille ardenti, O voi senza ritorno
[puˈpille arˈdɛnti o voːi ˈsɛntsa ɾiˈtorno]
Eyes
ardent, oh you without return,
Stelle
tristi, spegnetevi incorrotte!
[ˈstelle ˈtristi speɲˈɲeːtev͜ iŋkɔrˈrotte]
stars sad, you-die-out uncorrupted!
Morir
debbo. Veder non voglio il giorno,
[moˈɾiːr ˈdɛbbo veˈdeːr non ˈvɔʎːʎo il ˈdʒorno]
Die
I-must. To-see not I-wish the day,
Per amor del mio sogno e
della notte.
[per aˈmoːr del miːo ˈsoɲɲo e ˈdella ˈnɔtte]
82

for love

of my

dream and of-the night.

Chiudimi, O Notte, nel tuo sen
materno,
[ˈkjuːdimi o ˈnɔtte nel tuːo seːn maˈtɛrno]
Enfold-me, oh night in your bosom maternal,
Mentre la terra pallida s'irrora.
[ˈmentre la ˈtɛrːra ˈpallida sirˈrɔːɾa]
while
the earth paleness covers-itself.
Ma che dal
sangue mio nasca l'aurora
[ma ke dal
ˈsaŋgwe miːo ˈnaska laːuˈɾɔːɾa]
But let from-the blood mine be-born the-dawn
E dal sogno mio breve il sole eterno!
[e dal ˈsoɲɲo miːo ˈbreːve il ˈsoːl͜ etˈɛrno]
and from dream mine brief the sun eternal!
Poet: Gabriele d’Annunzio (1863-1938)
D’Annunzio respected Tosti as a composer and having recognized his
talent wrote, “he was able to improvise with singular passion and inspiration”.
Further stating, “that his compositions revealed a limpid melodic vein rich in
native freshness.”100 Tosti gave great acclaim to d’Annunzio’s texts, which can
be divided into two groups. The first group includes compositions between
1880 and 1892. The second includes those from 1907 to 1919. The latter
display an altered impression of d’Annunzio’s text by Tosti. D’Annunzio would
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offer Tosti texts that were designed to be poetry for music. The verses would
fit together with “symmetrically constructed melodic phrases.”101
The poetry in this piece is a direct narrative. The poem begins with a
sense of tranquility as the singer describes the scene. The writing is
straightforward and unyielding, which inspired Tosti to compose a majestic
song.
Poetic Translation: The dawn divides the light from the dark,
and my pleasure from my desire.
Oh, sweet stars, it is the hour to die.
A more divine love from the sky frees you.
Glowing eyes, oh you who will never return,
stars, sad extinguish your uncorrupted light!
To die I must. To see day I wish,
for love of my dream and of the night.
Envelop me, oh night, in your maternal breast,
while dew falls upon the pale earth.
But from my blood, let the dawn rise,
and from my brief dream, the eternal sun!102
L’ULTIMA CANZONE
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Range: D3-F#4
Tessitura: F3-E4
Passaggio Vowels: [a], [e], [ɛ], [i], [o], [ɔ]
Tempo: Allegro (lively)
101
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Meter: 4/4
Classification: Intermediate-Advanced levels
Key(s): D minor and D major
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The accompaniment is chordal in the right-hand and uses
a syncopated rhythm. The tempo is fast and there is an alteration between
major and minor keys. The vocal melody is not doubled by the piano, except
during the “Ah” at the very end of the piece. Tosti indicates a poco ritardando
and col canto times, but the tempo stays consistently brisk the entire song.
Phrasing and Articulation: The vocal phrases are two, three, and four
measures in length. The vocal line contains leaps of thirds, fourths, and fifths,
but is mostly stepwise movement. Although syllabic, there are not too many
places where the singer will be required to put more than one vowel sound on
a single pitch. This piece requires lyrical singing.
Vocal Challenges and Benefits: Numerous ornaments and short
melismas enrich the vocal melody. The freely moving vocal part adds to the
charm of the song. The singer should have a strong sense of rhythm as the
accompaniment plays a syncopated pattern while the singer maintains a
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steady rhythm above. The tessitura of the piece is not high. Furthermore,
during the climactic moments of the piece, on the phrases “Se ti fai sposa” and
“Nina, rammenta”, Tosti sets the F#4 on the [o] and [ɛ] vowels. Because the
piece moves so quickly, when the singer is in the zona di passaggio, it is only
for a brief moment. Tosti indicates sentito, meaning heartfelt, at the singer’s
first entrance. One of the challenges is that the fast tempo and syllabic writing
might impede the legato line.
Additional Comments: This piece requires both delicate and passionate
singing. Tosti “transfers the typical inflections of popular singing into a
romanza with a sustained pace and a slight tendency toward the dramatic.”103
Tosti includes stylistic features of popular song, such as the short melisma on
the last accented syllable of the line. Tosti utilizes appoggiaturas to give
movement to the refrain.104 The shifts in major and minor signal the “narrative
phase from the song within the song.”105 Tosti incorporates “Ah!” after the
final verse of the poem and typically in is songs we associate "Ah" with a
cheerful exclamation, however, at this moment it is perhaps the most intense

103
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and sorrowful part of the song.106 The “Ah!” is also the same musical material
as the melodic theme of the introduction.107
Example 13.1

Example 13.2

IPA TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Figure 13.1
L'ultima canzone
[ˈlultima kanˈtsoːne
The last songs

106

“ L'Ultima Canzone for voice & piano”, accessed March 7, 2016,

http://www.allmusic.com/composition/lultima-canzone-for-voice-piano-orchestra.
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M'han
detto che domani, Nina vi fate
sposa,
[man
ˈdetto ke doˈmaːni ˈniːna vi ˈfaːte
ˈspɔːza]
Me-they-have told that tomorrow, Nina you will-become a-wife,
Ed io vi
canto ancor la serenata!
[ed iːo vi
ˈkanto aŋˈkoˑr la seɾeˈnaːta]
and I to-you sing still
the serenade!
Là
nei deserti piani, là,
ne la valle ombrosa,
[la
neːi deˈzɛrti ˈpjaːni la
ne la ˈvalːle omˈbroːza]
There in-the deserted plains, there, in the valleys shady,
Oh quante
volte a voi l'ho
ricantata!
[o ˈkwante ˈvɔlte a voːi lɔ
rikanˈtaːta]
Oh how-many times to you I-have-it repeatedly-sung!
Foglia di
rosa, o fiore d'amaranto,
[ˈfɔʎːʎa di ˈrɔːza o ˈfjoːɾe damaˈɾanto]
Petal of-the rose, oh flower of-amaranth,
Se ti fai
sposa io ti
sto
sempre accanto.
[se ti faːi
ˈspɔːza iːo ti
stɔ
ˈsɛmpre akˈkanto]
if you become a-wife I to-you shall-remain always near.
Domani
avrete
intorno
feste,
sorrisi e
fiori,
[doˈmaːni aˈvreːte
inˈtorno ˈfɛste
sɔrˈriːzi e
ˈfjoːɾi]
Tomorrow you-will-be surrounded by-celebration, smiles and flowers,
Nè penserete ai nostri vecchi amori.
[ne pɛnseˈɾeːte aːi ˈnɔstri ˈvɛkki aˈmoːɾi]
not thinking of our
former love.
Ma sempre notte e giorno, piena di passione
[ma ˈsɛmpre ˈnɔtt͜ e ˈdʒorno ˈpjɛːna di passiˈoːne]
Yet always night and day, full of passion
Verrà,
gemendo a voi la mia canzone:
[vɛrˈra
dʒeˈmɛndo a voːi la miːa kanˈtsoːne]
I-will-come, moaning to you the my song:
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Foglia di
menta, o fiore di
granato,
[ˈfɔʎʎa di
ˈmenta o ˈfjoːɾa di
graˈnaːto]
Flower of-the mint, oh flower of-the pomegranate,
Nina, rammenta i baci che t'ho
dato!
[ˈniːna ramˈmɛnta i ˈbaːtʃi ke tɔ
ˈdaːto]
Nina, remember the kisses that to-you-I-have given!
Ah!
[a]
Poet: Francesco Cimmino (1862-1938)
Tosti set ten of Cimmino’s verses to music between 1902-1905. The
structure of his poems were strophic and ranged from heptasyllabic to
hendecasyllabic with “regular accentuation and alternating rhymes or rhyming
couplets.”108 Certain vocabulary and poetic images reappear in Cimmino’s
verses due to the limited choice of themes and the variations on themes of
love.109 Tosti did not set the entire poem to music in “L’ultima canzone”. “Tosti
transformed the text, playing down the mischievous tone in favor of a calm,
sentimental atmosphere, removing those sections with brazen overtones.”110
A lover sings this melancholy serenade, to his beloved the night before
she will be married to another man. The singer remembers all of the other
songs that he has sung to her, and vows that he will always love her.
108
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Interestingly, except when he is repeating the old song he sang, he refers to
her as "voi, " the formal formal Italian word for "you, " rather than the personal
"tu."111

Poetic Translation: They told me that tomorrow,
Nina, you will be married,
and yet I sing to you my serenade!
There, in the deserted plains,
there, in the shaded valley,
oh how many times I have sung to you!
“Rose petal, oh amaranth flower,
even though you will marry, I will always stay near you.”
Tomorrow you’ll have a celebration, smiles and flowers,
never thinking over our past love.
But always, night and day,
full of passion,
my song will come crying to you:
“Leaf of mint, oh flower of pomegranate,
Nina, remember the kisses that I gave you!”112
Copyright © Mark A. Kano 2016
CHAPTER5: CONCLUSION
The uniqueness of the lyric tenor voice and its’ frequent inconsistencies
during the undergraduate years make it challenging and sometimes
frustrating for both instructor and singer. It is the responsibility of the teacher
to
111 guide the singer on establishing a consistent technique, while enabling
“ L'Ultima Canzone for voice & piano”, accessed March 7, 2016,
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their strengths. Additionally, repertoire assigned to the undergraduate lyric
tenor should be carefully selected and serve a pedagogical purpose or goal.
It is apparent that Francesco Paolo Tosti’s songs are valuable assets to
the voice studio. Not only for their beauty and charm, but also for the
pedagogical value that they offer to the singer. Although these ten pieces
offer a variety of pedagogical challenges and benefits, the basic concepts of
posture, breath mechanics (appoggio), and resonance (chiaroscuro) should be
facilitated as well. In addition, after the fundamental pedagogical principals
have been instilled, the challenge of consistently navigating the zona di

passaggio and the necessity of vowel modification in the lyric tenor is of
crucial importance.
As a voice teacher, these pieces have offered me the opportunity to
address technical issues in the lyric tenor. Through this hands-on study, I have
been able to thoroughly examine and identify their technical challenges and
benefits. This knowledge has enhanced the overall efficiency and
effectiveness of my guidance throughout the learning process of these songs.
This project serves as a guide to aid the instructor and singer in
identifying repertoire that encourages the facilitation of mastering the
navigation of the zona di passaggio before embarking upon more challenging
repertoire for the lyric tenor. Francesco Paolo Tosti, lyric tenor, voice teacher,
91

and composer, wrote fantastic repertoire to meet that goal and these ten
songs exemplify that. This project is not a vocal pedagogy textbook substitute,
but rather a supplementary guide to enhance the learning process and
specifically address these ten songs.

Copyright © Mark A. Kano 2016
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PART II: PROGRAM NOTES
An Evening of Sacred Music
DMA Recital
Mark A. Kano, tenor
Cliff Jackson, piano
Lubitza Braikova, viola
January 22, 2010, 7:30pm
Central Christian Church
PROGRAM
Quia fecit mihi magna
from Magnificat

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach
(1714-1788)

Les Prières
I.
Oraison dominicale
II.
Salutation angélique
III.
Symbole des Apôtres

André Caplet
(1878-1925)

Ave Maria

Giulio Caccini/Steven Mercurio
(1551-1618) (1956- )
Ave Maria
Camille Saint-Saëns
(1835-1921)
Ave Maria
Heitor Villa-Lobos
(1887-1959)
Ave Maria
Pietro Mascagni
Intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana
(1863-1945)

-IntermissionPreghiera

Francesco Paolo Tosti
(1846-1916)
Ricky Ian Gordon
(1956- )
Ralph Vaughan Williams
(1872-1958)

Prayer
Four Hymns for Tenor and Viola
I.
Lord! Come Away!
II.
Who is this fair one?
III.
Come Love, come Lord
IV.
Evening Hymn
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Lubitza Braikova, viola
Great Day

arr. Thomas H. Kerr, Jr.
(1915-1988)
arr. William Grant Still
(1895-1978)
arr. Cedric Dent
(1962- )

Here’s One
Soon One Morn

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the

Doctorate of Musical Arts degree Voice Performance. Mr. Kano is a student of
Dr. Dennis Bender. Happy Birthday, Dr.Bender!!
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788)
Carl Philippp Emanuel Bach was a prominent composer during the transition
between the Baroque and Classical eras. He received an excellent musical
education from his father, J.S. Bach. C.P.E. Bach is considered a founder of the
Classical style because he is one of the first composers in which the sonata
form is apparent. He wrote for harpsichord and piano, composed many
concertos, symphonies, as well as several oratorios and Passions. During his
tenure in Berlin, C.P.E. Bach composed his setting of the Magnificat (1749).
“Quia fecit mihi magna” exemplifies his father’s stylistic influence.
Quia fecit mihi magna
Quia fecit mihi magna
qui potens est,
et sanctum nomen eius.

For He that is mighty
For He that is mighty
hath done to me great things;
and holy is His Name.
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André Caplet (1878-1925)
Primarily known the orchestrations of Claude Debussy, André Caplet was a
conductor and composer. A brilliant composer, Caplet composed these
settings of Lord’s Prayer, the Hail Mary, and the Apostle’s Creed for harp and
string quartet in 1917. Written in the impressionistic style, these pieces are
extremely delicate and lyrical. The voice line in the first two pieces is
composed in a chant-like style, void of any meter; however, the third prayer is
strong rhythmically and written in a declamatory style. Caplet’s subtle style
blends well with the sincerity of the emotion expressed in the text.1
I. Oraison domincale
Au nom du Père, du Fils,
Du Saint Esprit.
Ainsi soit-il.
Notre Père, qui es aux Cieux,
Que votre nom soit sanctifié,
Que votre règne arrive,
Que votre volonté soit faite sur
terre comme au ciel.
Donnez-nous aujourd'hui notre
pain de chaque jour.
Pardonnez-nous nos offenses
Comme nous pardonnons à ceux
1

Lord’s Prayer
In the name of the Father, and the Son,
And the Holy Spirit.
Amen.
Our Father, which art in Heaven,
Hallowed be thy name,
Thy kingdom come,
Thy will be done on earth as it is in la
Heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our trespasses
As we forgive those who trespass

Robert Orledge. "Caplet, André." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music

Online,http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/0
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qui nous ont offensés.
Et ne nous laissez pas succomber
à la tentation,
mais délivrez-nous du mal,
Ainsi soit-il.

against us.
And lead us not into temptation,

II. Salutation angélique
Je vous salue, Marie, pleine de grace,
Le Seigneur est avec vous.
Vous êtes bénie entre toutes
les femmes,
Et Jésus, le fruit de vos entrailles,
est béni.
Sainte Marie, Mère de Dieu,
Priez pour nous, pauvres pécheurs,
Maintenant et à l'heure de notre mort.
Ainsi soit-il.

Angelic Salutation/Hail Mary
Hail Mary, full of grace,
The Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou among women,

But deliver us from evil.
Amen.

And blessed is the fruit of thy womb
Jesus.
Holy Mary, Mother of God.
Pray for us sinners,
Now and at the hour of our death.
Amen.

III. Symbole des Apôtres

Symbol of the Apolstles/Apostles
Creed
Je crois en Dieu, le Père tout-puissant, I believe in God, the Father the
almighty,
Créateur du ciel et de la terre;
Creator of Heaven and earth;
Et en Jésus-Christ, son Fils unique,
And Jesus Christ, His only Son Our
Notre Seigneur,
Lord,
Qui a été conçu de Saint-Esprit,
Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
Est né de la Vierge Marie,
Born of the Virgin Mary,
A souffert sous Ponce Pilate,
Suffered under Pontius Pilate
A été crucifié, est mort, et a
Was crucified, died, and buried,
été enseveli,
Est descendu aux enfers;
He descended into Hell;
Le troisième jour est ressuscité
The third day he rose again from the
d’entre les morts,
dead;
Est monté aux cieux,
He ascended into Heaven,
Est assis à la droite de Dieu,
And is seated at the right hand of the
Father,
D’où Il viendra juger les vivants
He will come again to judge the living
et les morts.
and the dead.
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Je crois au Saint-Esprit, à la
I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy
Sainte Eglise catholique,
Catholic church,
À la communion des saints, à la
The communion of Saints, the
rémission des péchés,
forgiveness of sins,
À la résurrection de la chair,
The resurrection of the body,
À la vie éternelle.
And life everlasting.
Ainsi soit-il.
Amen.
Giulio Caccini (1551-1618) & Steven Mercurio (1956- )
Italian composer, Giulio Caccini, was a teacher, singer, and instrumentalist of
the late Renaissance and early Baroque. Perhaps his most most influential
work is the collection of monodies and songs for solo voice and continuo, Le

nuove musiche.2 This setting of Ave Maria was written by Metropolitan Opera
conductor Steven Mercurio. Mercurio has conducted in many of the world’s
famous opera houses and has written songs, chamber works, and pieces for
large orchestra. Many reknown opera singers have performed his works,
including Andrea Bocelli, Placido Domingo, Ben Heppner, Bryn Terfel, and
Marcello Giordani.3
Ave Maria
Ave Maria, Ave Maria.
Ave Maria!
Amen.

2

Barbara R. Hanning, et al. "Caccini." In The New Grove Dictionary of Opera, edited by

Stanley Sadie. Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.

ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/ music/O004719pg1
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Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921)
An exceptional musician at a very young age, French composer Camille SaintSaëns played his first piano recital of Beethoven sonatas at the age of eleven.
He is founder of the Société Nationale de Musique, an organization that
promoted new music by French composers. A prolific composer, Saint-Saëns
wrote thirteen operas, his most successful is Samson et Dalila. He composed
piano, cello, and violin concertos, three symphonies, as well as a tone poem,

Danse macabre. His contribution to vocal repertoire was immense: 40 sacred
works, 40 choral works, over 140 songs, and several duets. His late
compositional style, more classical and simple, was influential to Fauré and
Ravel. This setting of Ave Maria was written in 1859 and intended for voice
and organ, however, he wrote more than 6 settings of the prayer.4
Ave Maria
Ave Maria, gratia plena
Dominus tecum, benedicta tu
In mulieribus et benedictus
Fructus ventris tui Jesus.

Hail Mary
Hail Mary, full of grace
The Lord is with you, blessed are you
Among women and blessed
Is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.

Sancta Maria, mater Dei,
Ora pro nobis peccatoribus,
Nunc et in ora mortis nostrae.
Amen.

Holy Mary, mother of God
Pray for us sinners,
Now and in the hour of our death.
Amen.

4

Sabina Teller Ratner, et al. "Saint-Saëns, Camille." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music

Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy .uky.
edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/24335
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Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959)
Gerard Béhague describes Brazilian composer, Heitor Villa-Lobos, as "the
single most significant creative figure in 20th-century Brazilian art music".5
Villa-Lobos is one of the most significant Latin American composers. He wrote
many orchestral, chamber, instrumental, and vocal works. Incorporating
elements from the classical tradition, Villa-Lobos’ music was largely influenced
by Brazilian folk music. This setting of Ave Maria was originally intended for
String Quartet and written in 1914.6
Pietro Mascagni (1863-1945)
Italian composer and conductor, Pietro Mascagni’s opera Cavalleria Rusticana
was influential to the Verismo movement in Italian opera at the time. Mascagni
wrote a total of seventeen operas and operettas, orchestral and vocal works,
as well as songs and piano works.7 Pietro Mascagni did not actually compose
an Ave Maria, instead an anonymous composer set the Ave Maria text to the

5

Gerard Béhague. "Villa-Lobos, Heitor." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
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symphonic Intermezzo from the opera Cavalleria Rusticana as a vocal solo.8
This beautiful arrangement of the prayer has become one its’ best known
settings.
Ave Maria
Ave Maria, madre Santa,
Sorreggi il piè del misero che t'implora,
In sul cammin del rio dolor
E fede, e speme gl'infondi in cor.
O pietosa, tu che soffristi tanto,
Vedi, ah! Vedi il mio penar.
Nelle crudeli ambasce d'un infinito pianto,
Deh! Non m'abbandonar.
Ave Maria! In preda al duol,
Non mi lasciar, o madre mia, pietà!

Hail Mary
Hail Mary, holy mother,
Guide the feet of the wretched
one who implores thee,
Along the path of bitter grief
And fill the hearts with faith and
hope.
O merciful mother, thou who
suffered so greatly,
See, ah! See my anguish.
In the cruel torment of endless
weeping,
Ah! Do not abandon me.
Hail Mary! Oppressed by grief,
Do not leave me, O mother,
have mercy!
O mother, have mercy!
Oppressed by grief,
Do not leave me.

O madre mia, pietà! In preda al duol,
Non mi lasciar, non mi lasciar.
Francesco Paolo Tosti (1846-1916)

Sir Paolo Tosti was an Italian composer, music teacher, and singer. Tosti joined
the faculty of the Royal Academy of music and was knighted in 1908. He spent

8
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his final years in Rome, Italy where he died on December 2, 1916.9 Tosti was
successfully able to set English, French, and Italian texts to music. His songs
are characterized by “natural, singable melodies and sweet sentimentality”.10
Preghiera
Alla mente confusa
Di dubbio e di dolore
Soccorri, o mio Signore,

Prayer
To my confused mind
Of doubt and pain
Come to my aid, oh my
Lord,
Shine thy light of faith.

Col raggio della fé.
Sollevala dal peso
Che la declina al fango:

Lift from it the weight
That makes it sink into the
mud:
I send my sighs and tears
to Thee,
I entreat Thee.

A te sospiro e piango,
Mi raccomando a te.
Sai che la vita mia
Si strugge appoco appoco,

You know that my life
Is slowly being
consumed,
Like the candle wax by
the flame,
Like the snow by the
sunshine.

Come la cera al foco,
Come la neve al sol.
All'anima che anela
Di ricovrarti in braccio
Rompi, Signore, il laccio
Che le impedisce il vol.

To my soul, which yearns
To take refuge in thy arms
Ah! Break, Lord, the lace
That prevents it from
flying to Thee.
Lord, have mercy!

Signor, pietà!

9

Keith Horner. "Tosti, Sir Paolo." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
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Ricky Ian Gordon (1956- )
Ricky Ian Gordon is a leading composer of art song, opera, and musical
theater. Gordon's songs have been performed and recorded by renowned
singers, like Renee Fleming, Dawn Upshaw, Audra MacDonald, Frederica Von
Stade, and Harolyn Blackwell, among many others. The song Prayer comes
from the song cycle Genius Child, which is based on text by Langston Hughes.
The cycle made its premiere in 1993 at Carnegie Hall with soprano Harolyn
Blackwell and pianist Neal Goren.11
Prayer
I ask you this:
Which way to go?
I ask you this:
Which sin to bear?
Which crown to put
Upon my hair?
I do not know,
Lord God, I do not know.
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)
Prominent British composer, Ralph Vaughan Williams set the sacred song
cycle Four Hymns for tenor, piano, and viola. Vaughan Williams selected
poetry by Bishop Jeremy Taylor, Isaac Watts, Richard Crashaw, and an English
translation of Greek text by Robert Bridges for which to set the four hymns to
11

www.rickyiangordan.com
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music. Although composed in 1914, the song cycle did not make its premiere
until 1920. Within the Four Hymns, Vaughn Williams combines shifts in
dynamics, tonality, mysterious and contrapuntal themes, as well as a thematic
interplay between the tenor voice and viola.
I. Lord! come away!
Lord! come away!
Why dost Thou stay?
Thy road is ready; and Thy paths, made straight
With longing expectation, wait
The consecration of Thy beauteous feet!
Ride on triumphantly!
Behold we lay our lusts and proud wills in Thy way!
Hosanna! Welcome to our hearts! Lord, here
Thou hast a temple too; and full as dear
As that of Sion, and as full of sin:
Nothing but thieves and robbers dwell therein;
Enter, and chase them forth, and cleanse the floor!
Crucify them, that they may never more
Profane that holy place
Where Thou hast chose to set Thy face!
And then, if our stiff toungues shall be
Mute in the praises of Thy Deity,
The stones out of the temple wall
Shall cry aloud and call
"Hosanna!" and Thy glorious footsteps greet!
II. Who is this fair one?
Who is this fair one in distress,
That travels from the wilderness,
And press'd with sorrows and with sins,
On her beloved Lord she leans?
This is the spouse of Christ our God,
Bought with the treasures of his blood,
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And her request and her complaint
Is but the voice of ev'ry saint:
"O let my name engraven stand
Both on Thy heart and on Thy hand;
Seal me upon Thine arm and wear
That pledge of love for ever there.
Stronger than death Thy love is known
Which floods of wrath could never drown,
And hell and earth in vain combine
To quench a fire so much divine.
But I am jealous of my heart,
Lest it should once from Thee depart;
Then let my name be well impress'd
As a fair signet on Thy breast.
Till Thou has brought me to Thy home,
Where fears and doubts can never come,
Thy countenance let me often see,
And often shalt Thou hear from me:
Come, my beloved, haste away,
Cut short the hours of Thy delay,
Fly like a youthful hart or roe
Over the hills where spices blow."
III. Come Love, come Lord
Come Love, come Lord, and that long day
For which I languish, come away.
When this dry soul those eyes shall see
And drink the unseal'd source of Thee,
When glory's sun faith's shades shall chase,
Then for Thy veil give me Thy face.
IV. Evening Hymn
O Gladsome light, O grace
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Of God the father's face.
The eternal spendor wearing:
Celestial, holy, blest.
Our Saviour Jesus Christ,
Joyful in thine appearing.
Now ere day fadeth quite,
We see the evening light.
Our wonted hymn outpouring.
Father of might unknown,
Thee, His incarnate Son,
And Holy Spirit adoring.
To thee of right belongs
all praise of holy songs.
O Son of God, lifegiver;
Thee, therefore, O Most High,
The world doth glorify,
And shall exalt forever.
Thomas H. Kerr, Jr. (1915-1988)
Thomas H. Kerr, Jr. was an accomplished composer, pianist and organist. He
served for 35 years as a professor of piano and chair of the music department
at Howard University. A graduate of the Eastman School of Music, Mr. Kerr
primarily composed pieces for voice and piano, including several spirituals
and art songs.
Great Day
Great day ! Great day, de righteous marchin',
Great day, God's gonna build up Zion's walls
Chariot rode on de mountain top
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God he spoke an' de chariot stop.
Dis de day ob jubilee
God done set His people free.
Take my breast-plate, sword in hand
March out boldly thru de land
God's gwine to build up Zion's walls
Want no cowards in our band
Each mus’ be a good brave man
Great day ! Great day, de righteous marchin',
Great day, God's gonna build up Zion's walls!
William Grant Still (1895-1978)
William Grant Still was prominent African-American composer during the 20th
century. He was the first African-American: to conduct a major American
symphony; have a symphony performed by a leading orchestra; and have an
opera performed by a major opera company. Still studied violin, cello, and
oboe and wrote more than 150 compositions in many genres, including
orchestra, band, ballet, opera, chorus, solo instruments, and voice. First
premiered in 1941, Still’s spiritual “Here’s One” was published in a book of
twelve spirituals for voice and piano.12
Here’s One
Talk about a child dat do love Jesus
12

Gayle Murchison and Catherine Parsons Smith. "Still, William Grant." In Grove Music Online.
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Here’s one, here’s one.
In ol’ Satan’s snares I once was fallin’
But I heard de voice of my Lord callin’.
Talk about a child dat’s been converted
Here’s one, here’s one.
Evah since I learned de gospel story
I’ve been walkin’ up de path to glory.
Cedric Dent (1962- )
Active performer and arranger for the vocal group TAKE SIX, Cedric Dent
serves on the Theory & Composition faculty at Middle Tennessee State
University. Dent is also a concert pianist and has composed many
arrangements for vocal and instrumental ensembles, as well as works for solo
voice. He received a Grammy award in 1992 and has collaborated with may
award winning artists. “Soon One Morn” was premiered on Dent’s master’s
recital in 1985 with tenor, Everett McCorvey, at the University of AlabamaTuscaloosa.13
Soon One Morn
Soon one morn gonna lay down my sword,
Soon one morn in de by an’ by;
Soon one morn ain’t gwine fight no more,
Goin’ home to my Jesus when de battle is done.
When I git to the kingdom gonna sit right down,
Soon one morn when the battle is done.
Gonna try on my robe and my starry crown,
13

http://frank.mtsu.edu/~music/dent2.html
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Soon one morn when de battle is done.
Soon one morn gonna lay down my sword,
Soon one morn in de by an’ by;
Soon one morn ain’t gwine fight no more,
Goin’ home to my Jesus when de race is run.
When Jesus de captain comes a ridin’ by,
Soon one morn when de battle is done.
Gonna git me some wings to ride and fly,
Soon one morn when de battle is done.
Gotta keep on fightin’ but it’s bound to stop,
Soon one morn when de battle is done.
Gonna shout de vict’ry from the mountain top,
Soon one morn when de battle is done.
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Robert Schumann was a German composer and influential music
critic. He is regarded as one of the greatest and most representative
composers of the Romantic era. Schumann composed works for piano, many
songs for voice and piano, four symphonies, an opera, and several orchestral,
choral, and chamber works. Schumann's published compositions were written
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exclusively for the piano until 1840, which is also known as his “year of
song”.14
Schumann felt the perfect lied, or song, must negotiate between
“artlessness and art, simplicity and pretension”. It was through the lied that
Schumann fulfilled his need to create the ideal fusion between music and
poetry. Schumann used text, accompaniment, harmony, tonal, and motivic
shifts to create unity, cohesion, and texture in his songs. In Schumann’s song
cycles he frequently implements the restatement of melodic themes, often a
function of the piano accompaniment, at the end of the cycle. This technique
adds sentimental value to texts that would typically end on a bitter or
depressing note. Eric Sams notes that the “technique of melodic recurrence
underlines the power of memory itself, the theme through which Schumann
confirms his role as a musical poet.”

Dichterliebe, 'The Poet's Love', composed in 1840, is Schumann’s
most familiar song cycle. The texts for these 16 songs come from the Lyrisches

Intermezzo of Heinrich Heine. The very natural and sensitive poetry is
beautifully mirrored in Schumann's settings through the use of chromaticism
and suspensions. Op. 35, Zwölf Gedichte von Justinus Kerner, contain some of
the most successful lieder composed by Schumann. Schumann plays between
major and minor tonalities in conjunction with the rapid eighth-note piano
accompaniment to depict a storm in Lust der Sturmnacht. Richard Miller notes

14

John Daverio and Eric Sams. "Schumann, Robert." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online,http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/4
0704pg9 (accessed November 1, 2011).
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that Wanderlied is one of Schumann’s most technically difficult and popular
songs.15
An equally remarkable composer and pianist, Johannes Brahms is also
recognized as a superior composer of the Romantic period. Brahms
composed for piano, chamber ensembles, orchestra, voice, and chorus.
Brahms frequently premiered his own works because he was an accomplished
pianist. He is often considered both a traditionalist and an innovator in his
compositional style. His music is based on the formal structures and
compositional techniques of the Baroque and Classical eras. However, Brahms
composed harmony and melody in such a manner that advanced the formal
structures, thus creating his own unique sound which is often described as
“Brahmsian”.16
Brahms composed numerous works for chorus and vocal quartet.
Among these are the Liebeslieder, Op. 52, and the Neue Liebeslieder, Op. 65.
Brahms' Liebeslieder, or love songs, are considered stylized Viennese waltzes.
Nearly all of the poems are pastoral verses on both the positive and negative
attributes of love.Throughout these ensembles, Brahms uses innovative
techniques to portray the central ideas of the poetry. However, the final song,

Zum Schluβ, moves away from the subject of lovers. He also moves away from

15

Miller, Richard. Singing Schumann: An Interpretive Guide for Performers. New York: Oxford

University Press, 1999.
16

George S. Bozarth and Walter Frisch. "Brahms, Johannes." In Grove Music Online. Oxford

Music Online,

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/51879p
g11 (accessed November 1, 2011).
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the standard 3/4 meter and changes to 9/4. The music in this final song is
much more contrapuntal than any of the previous songs in the cycle.17

17

George S. Bozarth and Walter Frisch. "Brahms, Johannes." In Grove Music Online. Oxford

Music Online,

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/51879p
g11 (accessed November 1, 2011).
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Dichterliebe, Op. 48
I. Im wunderschönen Monat Mai,
als alle Knospen sprangen,
da ist in meinem Herzen
die Liebe aufgegangen.
Im wunderschönen Monat Mai,
als alle Vögel sangen,
da hab' ich ihr gestanden
mein Sehnen und Verlangen.
II. Aus meinen Tränen sprießen
viel blühende Blumen hervor,
und meine Seufzer werden
ein Nachtigallenchor,
und wenn du mich lieb hast,
Kindchen,
schenk' ich dir die Blumen all',
und vor deinem Fenster soll klingen
das Lied der Nachtigall.

so schwindet all' mein Leid und Weh!
Doch wenn ich küsse deinen Mund,
so werd' ich ganz und gar gesund.
Wenn ich mich lehn' an deine Brust,
kommt's über mich wie Himmelslust,
doch wenn du sprichst: Ich liebe dich!
so muß ich weinen bitterlich.
V. Ich will meine Seele tauchen
in den Kelch der Lilie hinein,
die Lilie soll klingend hauchen
ein Lied von der Liebsten mein.
Das Lied soll schauern und beben
wie der Kuß von ihrem Mund',
den sie mir einst gegeben
in wunderbar süßer Stund'!
In the wonderfully fair month of May,
as all the flower-buds burst,
then in my heart
love arose.

In the wonderfully fair month of May,
III. Die Rose, die Lilie, die Taube, die
as all the birds were singing,
Sonne,
then I confessed to her
die liebt' ich einst alle in
my yearning and longing.
Liebeswonne.
Ich lieb' sie nicht mehr, ich liebe
From my tears spring
alleine
many blooming flowers forth,
die Kleine, die Feine, die Reine, die
and my sighs become
Eine;
a nightingale choir,
sie selber, aller Liebe Bronne,
ist Rose und Lilie und Taube und
and if you have love for me, child,
Sonne.
I'll give you all the flowers,
Ich liebe alleine
and before your window shall sound
die Kleine, die Feine, die Reine, die Eine!
the song of the nightingale.
The rose, the lily, the dove, the sun,
IV. Wenn ich in deine Augen seh',
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I once loved them all in love's bliss.
I love them no more, I love only
the small, the fine, the pure, the one;
she herself, source of all love,
is rose and lily and dove and sun.
I love only
the small, the fine, the pure, the one!
When I look into your eyes,
then vanish all my sorrow and pain!
But when I kiss your mouth,
then I become wholly and completely
healthy.
When I lean on your breast,
Heaven's delight comes over me,
but when you say, "I love you!"
then must I weep bitterly.
I want to plunge my soul
into the chalice of the lily,
the lily shall resoundingly exhale
a song of my beloved.
The song shall quiver and tremble
like the kiss from her mouth,
that she once gave me
in a wonderfully sweet hour!
VI. Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome,
da spiegelt sich in den Well'n
mit seinem großen Dome
das große, heilige Köln.
Im Dom da steht ein Bildniß
auf goldenem Leder gemalt.
In meines Lebens Wildniß
hat's freundlich hineingestrahlt.

Es schweben Blumen und Eng'lein
um unsre liebe Frau;
die Augen, die Lippen, die Wänglein,
die gleichen der Liebsten genau.
VII. Ich grolle nicht, und wenn das
Herz auch bricht,
ewig verlor'nes Lieb! Ich grolle nicht.
Wie du auch strahlst in
Diamantenpracht,
es fällt kein Strahl in deines Herzens
Nacht,
das weiß ich längst.
Ich grolle nicht, und wenn das Herz
auch bricht.
Ich sah dich ja im Traume,
und sah die Nacht in deines Herzens
Raume,
und sah die Schlang', die dir am
Herzen frißt,
ich sah, mein Lieb, wie sehr du elend
bist.
Ich grolle nicht.
VIII. Und wüßten's die Blumen, die
kleinen,
wie tief verwundet mein Herz,
sie würden mit mir weinen
zu heilen meinen Schmerz.
Und wüßten's die Nachtigallen,
wie ich so traurig und krank,
sie ließen fröhlich erschallen
erquickenden Gesang.
Und wüßten sie mein Wehe,
die goldenen Sternelein,
sie kämen aus ihrer Höhe,
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und sprächen Trost mir ein.

I saw, my love, how very miserable
you are.
I bear no grudge.

Die alle können's nicht wissen,
nur Eine kennt meinen Schmerz;
sie hat ja selbst zerrissen,
zerrissen mir das Herz.

And if they knew it, the blooms, the
little ones,
how deeply wounded my heart is,
they would weep with me
to heal my pain.
And if they knew it, the nightingales,
how I am so sad and sick,
they would loose the merry sound
of refreshing song.

In the Rhine, in the holy stream,
there is mirrored in the waves,
with its great cathedral,
great holy Cologne.
In the cathedral, there stands an
image
on golden leather painted.
Into my life's wilderness
it has shined in amicably.
There hover flowers and little angels
around our beloved Lady,
the eyes, the lips, the little cheeks,
they match my beloved's exactly.
I bear no grudge, even when my heart
is breaking,
eternally lost love! I bear no grudge.
Even though you shine in diamond
splendor,
there falls no light into your heart's
night,
that I've known for a long time.

And if they knew my pain,
the golden little stars,
they would descend from their
heights
and would comfort me.
All of them cannot know it,
only one knows my pain,
she herself has indeed torn,
torn up my heart.
IX. Das ist ein Flöten und Geigen,
Trompeten schmettern darein.
Da tanzt wohl den Hochzeitreigen
die Herzallerliebste mein.

Das ist ein Klingen und Dröhnen,
I bear no grudge, even when my heart ein Pauken und ein Schalmei'n;
dazwischen schluchzen und stöhnen
is breaking.
die lieblichen Engelein.
I saw you, truly, in my dreams,
and saw the night in your heart's
space,
X. Hör' ich das Liedchen klingen,
and saw the serpent that feeds on
das einst die Liebste sang,
your heart,
so will mir die Brust zerspringen
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von wildem Schmerzendrang.
Es treibt mich ein dunkles Sehnen
hinauf zur Waldeshöh',
dort lös't sich auf in Tränen
mein übergroßes Weh'.
XI. Ein Jüngling liebt ein Mädchen,
die hat einen Andern erwählt;
der Andre liebt' eine Andre,
und hat sich mit dieser vermählt.
Das Mädchen nimmt aus Ärger
den ersten besten Mann
der ihr in den Weg gelaufen;
der Jüngling ist übel dran.
Es ist eine alte Geschichte
doch bleibt sie immer neu;
und wem sie just passieret,
dem bricht das Herz entzwei.

of drums and shawms,
amidst it sobbing and moaning
are dear little angels.
I hear the little song sounding
that my beloved once sang,
and my heart wants to shatter
from savage pain's pressure.
I am driven by a dark longing
up to the wooded heights,
there is dissolved in tears
my supremely great pain.
A young man loves a girl,
who has chosen another man,
the other loves yet another
and has gotten married to that other.

The girl takes out of anger
the first, best man
who crosses her path;
XII. Am leuchtenden Sommermorgen the young man is badly off.
geh' ich im Garten herum.
It is an old story
Es flüstern und sprechen die Blumen, but remains eternally new,
ich aber wandle stumm.
and for him to whom it has just
happened
Es flüstern und sprechen die Blumen, it breaks his heart in two.
und schau'n mitleidig mich an:
Sei uns'rer Schwester nicht böse,
On a radiant summer morning
du trauriger, blasser Mann.
I go about in the garden.
There is a fluting and fiddling,
and trumpets blasting in.
Surely, there dancing the wedding
dance
is my dearest beloved.
There is a ringing and roaring

There the flowers whisper and speak,
I however wander silently.

There the flowers whisper and speak,
and look sympathetically at me:
"Do not be angry with our sister,
you sad, pale man."
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XIII. Ich hab' im Traum geweinet.
Mir träumte, du lägest im Grab.
Ich wachte auf, und die Träne
floß noch von der Wange herab.
Ich hab' im Traum geweinet.
Mir träumt', du verließest mich.
Ich wachte auf, und ich weinte
noch lange bitterlich.
Ich hab' im Traum geweinet,
mir träumte, du wär'st mir noch gut.
Ich wachte auf, und noch immer
strömt meine Tränenflut.
XIV. Allnächtlich im Traume seh' ich
dich,
und sehe dich freundlich grüßen,
und lautaufweinend stürz' ich mich
zu deinen süßen Füßen.
Du siehest mich an wehmütiglich
und schüttelst das blonde Köpfchen;
aus deinen Augen schleichen sich
die Perlentränentröpfchen.
Du sagst mir heimlich ein leises Wort,
und gibst mir den Strauß von
Zypressen.
Ich wache auf, und der Strauß ist fort,
und's Wort hab' ich vergessen.
XV. Aus alten Märchen winkt es
hervor mit weißer Hand,
da singt es und da klingt es
von einem Zauberland;
wo bunte Blumen blühen
im gold'nen Abendlicht,

und lieblich duftend glühen
mit bräutlichem Gesicht;
Und grüne Bäume singen
uralte Melodei'n,
die Lüfte heimlich klingen,
und Vögel schmettern drein;
Und Nebelbilder steigen
wohl aus der Erd' hervor,
und tanzen luft'gen Reigen
im wunderlichen Chor;
I have in my dreams wept.
I dreamed you lay in your grave.
I woke up and the tears
still flowed down from my cheeks.
I have in my dreams wept.
I dreamed you forsook me.
I woke up and I wept
very long and bitterly.
I have in my dreams wept,
I dreamed you still were good to me.
I woke up, and still now
streams my flood of tears.
Every night in my dreams I see you,
and see your friendly greeting,
and loudly crying out, I throw myself
to your sweet feet.
You look at me wistfully
and shake your blond little head;
from your eyes steal forth
the little pearly teardrops.
You say to me secretly a soft word,
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and give me a garland of cypress.
I wake up, and the garland is gone,
and the word I have forgotten.
From old fairy-tales it beckons
to me with a white hand,
there it sings and there it resounds
of a magic land,
where colorful flowers bloom
in the golden twilight,
and sweetly, fragrantly glow
with bride-like faces.
And green trees sing
primeval melodies,
the breezes secretly sound
and birds warble in them.
And misty images rise
indeed forth from the earth,
and dance airy reels
in fantastic chorus.
Und blaue Funken brennen
an jedem Blatt und Reis,
und rote Lichter rennen
im irren, wirren Kreis;
Und laute Quellen brechen
aus wildem Marmorstein,
und seltsam in den Bächen
strahlt fort der Widerschein.

Mit innigster Empfindung
Ach! könnt' ich dorthin kommen,
und dort mein Herz erfreu'n,
und aller Qual entnommen,
und frei und selig sein!

Ach! jenes Land der Wonne,
das seh' ich oft im Traum,
doch kommt die Morgensonne,
zerfließt's wie eitel Schaum.
XVI. Die alten, bösen Lieder,
die Träume bös' und arg,
die laßt uns jetzt begraben,
holt einen großen Sarg.
Hinein leg' ich gar manches,
doch sag' ich noch nicht was.
Der Sarg muß sein noch größer,
wie's Heidelberger Faß.
Und holt eine Totenbahre,
von Bretter fest und dick;
auch muß sie sein noch länger,
als wie zu Mainz die Brück'.
Und holt mir auch zwölf Riesen,
die müssen noch stärker sein
als wie der starke Christoph
im Dom zu Köln am Rhein.
Die sollen den Sarg forttragen,
und senken in's Meer hinab;
denn solchem großen Sarge
gebührt ein großes Grab.
Wißt ihr warum der Sarg wohl
so groß und schwer mag sein?
Ich senkt' auch meine Liebe
Und meinen Schmerz hinein.
And blue sparks burn
on every leaf and twig,
and red lights run
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in crazy, hazy rings.
And loud springs burst
out of wild marble stone,
and oddly in the brooks
shine forth the reflections.
With utmost sensitivity
Ah! If I could enter there
and there gladden my heart,
and all anguish taken away,
and be free and blessed!
Oh, that land of bliss,
I see it often in dreams,
but come the morning sun,
and it melts away like mere froth.

and sink it down into the sea,
for such a great coffin
deserves a great grave.
How could the coffin
be so large and heavy?
I would also sink my love
with my pain in it.

Liebeslieder, Op. 52
Wie des Abends schöne Röte
Wie des Abends schöne Röte
möcht ich arme Dirne glühn,
Einem, Einem zu gefallen,
sonder Ende Wonne sprühn.

The old, angry songs,
the dreams angry and wicked,
let us now bury them,
fetch a great coffin.

Die grüne Hopfenranke
Die grüne Hopfenranke,
sie schlängelt auf der Erde hin.
Die junge, schöne Dirne,
so traurig ist ihr Sinn!

In it I will lay very many things,
though I shall not yet say what.
The coffin must be even larger
than the Heidelberg Tun.

Du höre, grüne Ranke!
Was hebst du dich nicht himmelwärts?
Du höre, schöne Dirne!
Was ist so schwer dein Herz?

And fetch a death-bier,
of boards firm and thick,
they also must be even longer
than Mainz's great bridge.

Wie höbe sich die Ranke,
der keine Stütze Kraft verleiht?
Wie wäre die Dirne fröhlich,
wenn ihr das Liebste weit?

And fetch me also twelve giants,
who must be yet mightier
than mighty St. Christopher
in the Cathedral of Cologne on the
Rhine.

Wohl schön bewandt
Wohl schön bewandt
war es vor ehe
mit meinem Leben,
mit meiner Liebe;
durch eine Wand,
ja, durch zehn Wände

They shall carry the coffin away,
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erkannte mich
des Freundes Sehe.
Doch jetzo, wehe,
wenn ich dem Kalten
auch noch so dicht
vorm Auge stehe,
es merkts sein Auge,
sein Herze nicht.

But now, oh woe,
if I am with that cold boy,
no matter how close
I stand before his eyes,
neither his eyes
nor his heart notices.

Wenn so lind dein Auge mir
Wenn so lind dein Auge mir
Like the evening's lovely red
und so lieblich schauet,
Like the evening's lovely red,
jede letze Trübe flieht
would I, a poor maiden, like to glow,
welche mich umgrauet.
to please one, one boy and to then radiate bliss forever.
Dieser Liebe schöne Glut,
The green hops vine
The green hops vine,
it winds along the ground.
The young, fair maiden so mournful are her thoughts!

laß sie nicht verstieben!
Nimmer wird, wie ich, so treu
dich ein andrer lieben.

O wie sanft die Quelle sich
O wie sanft die Quelle sich
durch die Wiese windet!
You - listen, green vine!
O wie schön, wenn Liebe sich
Why do you not raise yourself heavenwards?
zu der Liebe findet!
You - listen, fair maiden!
Why is your heart so heavy?
Nein, es ist nicht auszukommen
How can the vine raise itself
when no support lends it strength?
How can the maiden be merry
when her sweetheart is far away?
Quite fair and contented
Quite fair and contented
was I previously
with my life
and with my sweetheart;
through a wall,
yes, through ten walls,
did my friend's gaze
recognize me.

Nein, es ist nicht auszukommen
mit den Leuten;
Alles wissen sie so giftig
auszudeuten.
Bin ich heiter, hegen soll ich
lose Triebe;
bin ich still, so heißts, ich wäre
irr aus Liebe.

Schlosser auf, und mache
Schlösser
Schlosser auf, und mache Schlösser,
Schlösser ohne Zahl;
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denn die bösen Mäuler will ich
schließen allzumal.
When your eyes look at me
When your eyes look at me
so gently and lovingly,
you chase away every last anxiety
that troubles my life.
The lovely glow of this love do not let it disappear!
No one else will ever love you
as faithfully as I.
Vögelein durchrauscht die Luft
Vögelein durchrauscht die Luft,
sucht nach einem Aste;
und das Herz, ein Herz, ein Herz
begehrt's,
wo es selig raste.
Sieh, wie ist die Welle klar
Sieh, wie ist die Welle klar,
blickt der Mond hernieder!
Die du meine Liebe bist,
liebe du mich wieder!
Nicht wandle, mein Licht, dort
außen
Nicht wandle, mein Licht, dort außen
im Flurbereich!
Die Füße würden dir, die zarten,
zu naß, zu weich.
All überströmt sind dort die Wege,
die Stege dir;
so überreichlich tränte dorten
das Auge mir.

O how gently the stream
O how gently the stream
winds through the meadow!
O how lovely it is when Love
finds Love!
No, there's just no getting along
No, there's just no getting along
with people;
they always make such poisonous
interpretations of everything.
If I'm merry, they say I cherish
loose urges;
if I'm quiet, they say
I am crazed with love.
Locksmith - get up and make
your locks
Locksmith - get up and make your
locks,
locks without number;
for I want to lock up
all the evil mouths.
The little bird rushes through
the air
The little bird rushes through the air,
searching for a branch;
and my heart desires a heart, a heart
on which it can blessedly rest.
See how clear the waves are
See how clear the waves are
when the moon gazes down!
You who are my love,
you love me back!
Do not wander, my light, out
there
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Do not wander, my light, out there
in the field!
Your feet, your tender feet, would get
too wet, too soft.
All flooded are the paths there,
and the bridges,
so amply there
did my eyes weep.

Neue Liebeslieder, Op. 65
Verzicht, o Herz, auf Rettung
Verzicht, o Herz, auf Rettung,
dich wagend in der Liebe Meer!
Denn tausend Nachen schwimmen
zertrümmert am Gestad umher!
Finstere Schatten der Nacht
Finstere Schatten der Nacht,
Wogen- und Wirbelgefahr!
Sind wohl, die da gelind
rasten auf sicherem Lande,
euch zu begreifen im Stande?
Das ist der nur allein,
welcher auf wilder See
stürmischer Öde treibt,
Meilen entfernt vom Strande.
An jeder Hand die Finger
An jeder Hand die Finger
hatt' ich bedeckt mit Ringen,
die mir geschenkt mein Bruder
in seinem Liebessinn.
Und einen nach dem andern
gab ich dem schönen,
aber unwürdigen Jüngling hin.

Ihr schwarzen Augen, ihr dürft nur...
Ihr schwarzen Augen, ihr dürft nur winken;
Paläste fallen und Städte sinken.
Wie sollte steh'n in solchem Strauß
mein Herz, von Karten das schwache
Haus?
Vom Gebirge Well auf Well
Vom Gebirge Well auf Well
kommen Regengüsse,
und ich gäbe dir so gern
hunderttausend Küsse.
Nun, ihr Musen, genug!
Nun, ihr Musen, genug!
Vergebens strebt ihr zu schildern,
wie sich Jammer und Glück
wechseln in liebender Brust.
Heilen könnet die Wunden
ihr nicht, die Amor geschlagen,
aber Linderung kommt einzig,
ihr Guten, von euch.
Relinquish, o heart, the hope of
rescue
Relinquish, o heart, the hope of
rescue
as you venture out into the sea of
love!
For a thousand boats float
wrecked about its shores!
Dark shades of night
Dark shades of night,
dangers of waves and whirlpools!
Are those who rest there so mildly
on firm ground
capable of comprehending you?
No: only one who
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is tossed about on the wild sea's
stormy desolation,
miles from the shore.
On each hand were my fingers
bedecked
On each hand were my fingers
bedecked with rings
that my brother had bestowed on me
with love.
And one after another
did I give to that handsome
but unworthy lad.
You black eyes, you need only
beckon
You black eyes, you need only
beckon,
and palaces fall and cities sink.
How should then my heart withstand
such strife, inside its weak house of
cards?

From the mountains, wave upon wave
From the mountains, wave upon wave,
come gushing rain;
and I would gladly give you
a hundred thousand kisses.
Now, you Muses, enough!
Now, you Muses, enough!
In vain you strive to describe
how misery and happiness
alternate in a loving breast.
You cannot heal the wounds
that Amor has caused,
but solace can come
only from you, Kindly Ones
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